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RACE WITH STYLE
LIGHTEST WEIGHT, EFFICIENT FLEX AND EXTRA STRENGTH

TUSHINGHAMSAILSLTD UNITB HALWELL BUSINESS PARK,TOTNES, DEVON, UK | SUP@TUSHINGHAM.COM | 01803712140 | WWW.TUSHINGHAM.COM

ZANE SCHWEITZER

1ST PLACE STAND UP WORLD SERIES
BILBAO, SPAIN

With light, durable, award winning
performance designs, Starboard continues
as the trendsetter and world leader.

ALL STAR

SPRINT

Surf / Downwind

Flat Water

14’0” x 28”
14’0” x 25”
14’0” x 23”
12’6” x 28”
12’6” x 26”
12’6” x 25”
12’6” x 24”

14’0” x 23”
12’6” x 25”
17’6” x 23”
(UNLIMITED)

RACE

ACE
All Water

14’0” x 27”
14’0” x 25”
12’6” x 27.5”
12’6” x 25.5”

14’0” x 25”
14’0” x 23.5”
12’6” x 25”
12’6” x 24”
17’4” x 28”
(ACE GT)

editor’s note

Baby on board
It’s been an unprecedented year – in more ways than
one. After the ferocious storms of winter, UK summer
2014 has been simply sublime – especially for a float.
At SUP Mag UK HQ I counted 10 weeks of light wind,
rising temperatures and more stand ups than you can
swing a paddle at. Every time I ventured to the beach
new recruits were on the brine, sweeping away in the
sunshine – a great sight.
Then along came Molly. My beautiful baby girl was born
July 13 and our whole world changed. When you’re
expecting, friends, family and anyone within earshot are
keen to drum in how life will alter; and sure enough it
does. Gone are those four hour surfing stints or all day
downwind missions. Instead shorter sessions and quick
dips become the norm; between nappy changes,
screaming abdabs and feeds. Contrary to popular belief,
your paddling doesn’t have to stop all together – change
yes, but not stop.
Gazing at my daughter, hopes and fears flood my head
space. Although I’d be over the moon if she followed in
mom and dad’s footsteps, and became a fully fledged
water baby, I wouldn’t ever force the issue. All the wife and
I can do is exposure her to the ocean, make sure she has
fun and hopefully the rest will follow.
Gazing round this year’s National Watersports Festival it
struck me the majority of watery disciplines in the UK are
practiced by 30+ year old testosterone infused men. For
various reasons, financial or otherwise, it’s a dominating
demographic. This isn’t a bad thing per se but it’d be a
shame if SUP got stuck in a rut with a lack of new blood.
For any sport to thrive there needs to be the development
and nurturing of youth (girls and boys) participation. As
the supposed world’s fastest growing watersport SUP
should be encouraging kids to wield a blade. I appreciate
we have the weather against us, as well as ever changing
on water conditions, but where there’s a will there’s surely
a way?

So long 2014 – it’s been
emotional!
SUP Mag UK has had fantastic support this year with loads
of positivity and good vibes from readers and industry
types alike. As we put the third and final issue of 2014 to
bed we reflect on what’s been a fantastic journey – Pete,
Anne and I are super stoked about what we’ve managed
to achieve, we hope you are too.
With winter swells and winds on the way, we’re already
laying foundations for next year so watch this space as
SUP Mag UK will be back in 2015. In the meantime stay
tuned to our social media streams for all that essential UK
SUP goodness. Thank you and good night!

Photo: Dale Mears Photography
www.flickr.com/people/dalemears/
Stormtrooper: www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

Tez Plavenieks, September 2014
tez@standuppaddlemag.co.uk
@tezwoz
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Thanks to the following for helping us put issue three together – without you it wouldn’t be possible:
Dave White, Laurent Nevarez, Dean Dunbar, Phil Sayers, Brian Johncey, Ryan James, Richard Marsh, Rachel Follett,
Jock and Ruby Patterson, Tom Patterson, Craig Jones, Dave Hackford, Starboard UK, Fanatic International, BoardPunx,
Seasprite Sports, Jon Popkiss, Nah Skwell UK/AHD, Procella, Red Paddle Co, Reuben May, Fatstick, Joe Thwaites, Loco,
Ainsworth, Remix Distribution, Dang Shades, Ian Kraft, Exocet, Palm Equipment, Farrel O’Shea, Planet Ocean, Surf
Commission, Corran Addison, Dirty Dog, Restube, Steve Thorp, K4 Fins, Fi Plavenieks, and all the brands, advertisers,
supporters and readers of the mag. Don't forget to stay tuned to our social media streams over the coming months
for updates on 2015.
Cover shot. Olivia Piana.
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Not all contributors are professional writers and photographers,
so don’t be put off writing because you have no experience!
Next issue is February 2015 with a deadline of
submissions on January 10th. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word ﬁle with 8001200 words, emailed to
submissions@standuppaddlemag.co.uk. Images should be hiresolution and emailed with the Word ﬁle or if preferred, a
Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag UK encourages
contributions of any nature but reserves the right to edit to the
space available. Opinions expressed in this magazine are not
necessarily those of the publishing parent company, 2b
Graphic Design. The publishing of an advertisement in SUP
Mag UK does not necessarily mean that the parent company,
2b Graphic Design, endorse the company, item or service
advertised. All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and
all rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission
from the editor is forbidden.

NWF14
Hayling Island
Organised by
Allan Cross

Photos: George Treadwell, Luke O’Reilly, Dave White (http://davewhite.me)
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Battle of the

Holly Bassett

Matt Barker-Smith

Once again the BSUPA National SUP Surf Championships will hit the
pristine white sandy expanse of Watergate Bay, Cornwall in October.
The sixth year of the event, it’s (as yet) the only real surf SUP comp in
the UK. As such the gathering sees all manner of SUPers descend on
the site to do battle in the Kernow surf. Big wave pro surf stars, exevent winners and pretenders to the throne, all show up for a shot at
the title. But who will KO and take home the silverware, and be
crowded Watergate Bay Waterman or Waterwomen?
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‘Gate’ –

BSUPA National SUP Surf Champs
preview and review
Pics: BSUPA and Joe Thwaites
Richard Marsh and his BSUPA team organise
a sterling event and there’s always much
drama throughout the weekend. In years
past conditions have varied massively –
such is the unpredictable and ever changing
British climate. Whatever Mother Nature
bowls our way, you can be guaranteed some
epic Battle Royales. Long in the tooth surf
hounds, young buck shred stars and
delicate dancing butterflies will all be
drawing their unique surf lines on
Watergate’s watery canvas.
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Defending champions Matt Barker-Smith
and Holly Bassett will be fending off
advances from a frothing pack of paddlers –
all vying for a shot at the podium. Stand
outs at the 2014 event are likely to be
numerous – most paddle surfers having
honed their skills under cover in preparation
for October’s showdown.
Every year the level of wave riding prowess
goes up and we’ll surely be on for more
fireworks at Watergate this year.
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esults
October 4-5th
BSUPA's National SUP Champs hit the golden
sandy beaches of Watergate Bay, Cornwall, a
few weekends ago with Battle Royales across all
categories. With solid swell, onshore wind and
testing conditions Saturday proved difficult for
all paddlers. Teeth were gritted, however, and
everyone stepped up their game to put on a
display in less than ideal surf. Sunday dawned
with better/cleaner waves and all SUPer stars
were frothing to show their skills.
The groms, women and men ripped the head high
waves apart with comments from the beach
acknowledging just how much the level had
increased from last year. Matt Barker-Smith
retained his crown for a second win in a row with
an awesome display of power surfing. Holly
Bassett shone through for the ladies while young
gun Ollie Laddiman nailed it for the juniors.
Charlie Grey and Simon Tregonong also delivered
the goods in their respective categories.
Thanks to Extreme Academy Watergate Bay for
there continued support in hosting these
Championships. Big props to Richard Marsh and
his BSUPA crew who delivered a top notch
event – more of the same next year!

Results:
JNR Under 16 Boys
1st Ollie Laddiman
2nd Louie Harrow
3rd Ben Pye

Open Women
1st Holly Bassett
2nd Tina Beresford
3th Mi Richardson
4th Lizzie Bird

Open Men
1st Matt Barker-Smith
2nd Glyn Overs
3rd Aaran Rowe
4th Alex Murray

Mens Senior
1st Charlie Grey
2nd Luke Bolsin
3rd Sean Smith

Mens Masters
1st Matt Barker-Smith
2nd Glyn Ovens
3rd Alex Murray

Mens Grand Masters
1st Simon Tregoning
2nd Time Rowe
3rd Peter Edkins

2014 Watergate Bay Watermen:
Men Barker-Smith
2014 Watergate Bay Waterwomen: Holly Bassett
More info at www.bsupa.org.uk
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The Grill –
with Matt

Firstly huge congrats on your
retention of the National SUP
Champs crown – how does it feel to
still be number one?

How did you feel going into the
event? Did spending some time out
in Portugal before help you get
warmed up and into the zone?

Really great. It feels good to tread a new path; I knew there
would be some hungry competitors hoping for the gold but I
guess old skool power is the new skool still.

Yes! My week long trip to Portugal really helped. It’s been a
super busy year for SUP. So with a new board design under my
arm and not much time on the water in the last three months I
knew I had to find my stoke and be ready for the comp.

Te l l u s a l i t t l e a b o u t t h e c o m p i n
general – conditions looked
challenging but you made it look
easy.
Saturday was all about survival - I would doubt if any paddle
surfer loves onshore conditions. It was impossible (in my heat
anyway) to get out back. It was great the wind died off on
Sunday – every competitor was eager to show how it’s done. I
guess I had a game plan - save my best ‘til last.

Who did you see as your main rival
in the event? Did anybody take you
by surprise?
Aaron Rowe and Glyn Ovens were looking strong, as was Alex
Murray. I was surprised by Ben Fisher but he was knocked out
in the semis.
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Barker-Smith
Interview: Sup Mag UK
Pics: Matt Barker-Smith

Matt Barker-Smith is a
Welsh ripper who
successfully defended
his National SUP
Championship crown at
Watergate this year.In
some demanding
conditions Matt once
again stepped up and
used his powerful style
to slay the opposition.
SUP Mag UK caught up
with Matt for a natter.

Recently you and wife Abi received
the news you’re going to parents.
How do you think this will affect
your SUP surfing and stand up in
general? Will this impact you
attending the World’s next year?
Ahh...yes my little rippa! Abi is gutted she can’t SUP surf at the
moment, but assures me she has mind ridden every wave she
has seen me on, so watch out girls! Very much looking forward
to the new addition to the ‘Barker Team’.

Do you have any other SUP
competition goals – either
domestic or worldwide?
I’d like to enter a Stand Up World Tour event. Maybe the Sunset
Pro one day? Imagine surfing North Shore’s fabled Sunset
Beach with only three others – classic! What an experience that
would be, never mind how big it was.
13
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What’s the plan for you now? Any
foreign trips planned?
Ireland in two weeks. Abi will be chomping to get to some
warm water waves once the nippa is born so that will be on the
agenda.

As much as stand up paddle
boarding is continuing to gain
popularity do you think UK SUP
surfing has fallen by the wayside –
many choosing to opt for flat
water cruising or racing?
The racing and flat water side of SUP will always be the growth
segment - however with two new wave pools about to be built
on UK soil it will be interesting to see how this develops the
SUP surfing side. Imagine a SUP comp at a Wave Garden – dry
hair paddle out.
.

Te l l u s a l i t t l e a b o u t y o u r l o c a l
scene in Wales. As one of the key
SUP spearheads in the area it
seems to be going from strength to
strength?
Wales is a fantastic SUP location – world class even, with so much
variety. I have lived in Wales for 18 years and I still discover new
waves every year right on my doorstep which keeps things fresh.
The coast around the Gower is so beautiful and when people see
us on the water with a group they can’t help being drawn into the
sport - even if it’s only for a taster. Racing is growing slowly and
another area I want to develop, with cities like Cardiff and
Swansea being right by the sea. Then there is the white water
side of SUP, which in Wales is yet to be truly discovered. I have a
white water inflatable on order so watch this space.

Where’s your favourite place to
ride – at home or abroad?
One of my favourite places to ride is a local slab not far from our
house in Mumbles. It’s fickle but when it’s on it’s a challenge –
and I love a makeable closeout! If abroad you gotta love
Barbados.

Ta l k u s t h ro u g h t h e k i t y o u ’ re
riding and why it works for you?
I have evolved with my boards over time. It took me about 10
production boards before I was ready for a custom and I chose to
work with Roger Cooper. Rocker lines and rails are where it’s at
with SUP in my opinion. For the moment I’m feeling like my
boards ride like surfboards. Riding backhand is the ultimate test
to whether a SUP works. I’ve had a few turns on my latest board
where I’ve surprised myself with how vertical I’ve gone. Currently
7.9ft x 26 ¾” x 90L with a double within a single bottom contour.

Yo u ow n a s u c c e s s fu l S U P re t a i l
outlet in Wales (The SUP Hut) –
have you noticed more paddlers
coming through your doors and if
so why do you think people are
taking up the sport?
Everyone who paddles must mutter these words: ‘It’s accessible’.
This summer has been immense with lots of coverage on TV and
fantastic weather. We helped with the BBC Countryfile feature
and that flooded the area with people wanting to try SUP. Once
you get a person up and paddling, and they experience what
they have seen others do, they get it and they’re hooked. People
standing on the foreshore know what we’re doing now and that
helps too. ‘Ooohh look at the paddle boarders.’

I have lived in Wales for 18 years and I still discover new waves
every year right on my doorstep which keeps things fresh.
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Which area of stand up paddling do
you think will be the most popular
– some outspoken paddlers believe
SUP is actually a number of sports
rolled into one? Or do you think
SUP as an all round discipline will
remain?
It’s hard not to notice the traction SUP racing has seen across the
UK. But I like to think that there are areas such as white water
which have yet to blossom – maybe a cross between the two?

We helped with the BBC
Countryfile feature and that
flooded the area with people
wanting to try SUP

Any other non-SUP plans moving
forwards? We know you’re a pretty
handy kitesurfer.
I’ve been looking into displacement boat waves which I’d love to
bring into the school, and extending the shop.

Final shout outs and thanks.
I’d like to thank my wife Abi for all her support, the SUP Gower
SUPit & Sea crew, Roger Cooper and Ke Nalu Paddles

Photo: BSUPA/Bob Berry
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An Fhèis Mhòr – Scotland’s Festival
of Paddlesport
24th-26th October 2014
Dewars Centre and Perth Leisure Pool,
Glover Street, Perth PH2 0TH
www.scapaddleshow.org
Facebook: SCAPaddleShowTayDescent
Twitter: SCAPaddleShow

Free Entry!

What’s on What’s on What’s on

The Scottish Canoe Association’s annual Paddle
show has been a firm fixture on the Scottish
paddling calendar for many years. In 2014, it is
expanding into An Fhèis Mhòr, Scotland’s
Festival of Paddlesport. For a whole weekend,
Perth will play host to every flavour of paddling
activity – all free of charge!

The Pool
For the first time, the Festival includes pool sessions:
Lesley Mackay will be demonstrating the ancient art
of Greenland rolling, and canoe polo teams will battle
it out in a series of short matches. Visitors can paddle
too – bring your swimsuit! Perth Canoe Club will set
up a slalom course for anyone to race on, and each
day will see open Come and Try sessions, with kayaks,
surf skis, coracles, kit boats, stand-up paddleboards
and more. Coaches will be on hand for those who’ve
never paddled before, so bring your friends, children,
and partners and get them on the water!

Talks and workshops
The Festival will feature explorers and experts, from all
disciplines. Justine Curgenven will recount her latest
journey, sea kayaking along the Aleutian Islands with
Sara Outen. Callum Strong has spent the summer
running the white waters of South India, while Chris
Scott prefers the flexible option, and has packrafted
down many of Scotland’s least paddled rivers.
The workshops will cover life-saving skills such as
sea safety with the Coastguard, and first aid
essentials with Cory Jones. You can also learn about
fishing, ornithology, canoe manufacture,
photography and filming.

It’s also a great place to meet those who specialise in
more unusual craft, such as surf skis (Roughwater
Gear), packrafts (Backcountry Boating), kit boats
(Fyne Boat Kits) and coracles (the Coracle Society).
The top providers will also be there, to help you find
your next holiday, hone your skills, or start from the
very beginning, in any discipline – including
Glenmore Lodge, Explore Highland, and Sea Kayak
Milos. The Scottish Canoe Association and their
affiliated clubs can point you in the right direction for
regular paddling opportunities, local to you.

The Films
The weekend will kick off on Friday 24th with an
informal, drop-in afternoon and evening of short films,
including some of the award-winning “This is the Sea”
series. If you’re paddling the Tay Descent, it will also
be a chance to see the course before you run it!

The Tay Descent
On 25th October paddlers of all ages and abilities, in
any craft, will launch from Dunkeld (long course: 23
miles) and Stanley Mills (short course: 7 miles) to
paddle their way down the Tay to Perth. Scotland’s
longest river provides a mix of flat water and rapids,
and the event can be run as a race or a gentle tour.
Registration is open at www.taydescent.org, or you
can stand on the banks and cheer the participants.

Practicalities
Please note that parking around the Dewars Centre
will be limited on the Saturday – Broxden Park and
Ride provides a fast, regular service to the door, and is
signposted on the approaches to Perth.

The retail hall
The Festival is the biggest single gathering of retailers
in Scotland, offering a unique chance to try, compare
and browse before you buy. Every stall is manned by
experts, who can give you personal advice to make
sure your money is spent on the best kit for you. Reed
and Nordic Outdoors will keep you warm year-round,
while Scottish Kayaks, Endless River and many more
will help you find the perfect boat.
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RACE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

The Ecover
Words: Anne Egan
Photos: www.sportenvironment.com

The Ecover Blue Mile is a two day
event, held in two venues on the
south coast, which gives people
the opportunity to raise funds for
marine conservation and
protection. The Blue Mile raises
awareness of the issues
surrounding how our oceans are
being used/misused and what we
can do to change things for the
better. That’s the serious point of
the event, organized by Sport
Environment and sponsored by
Ecover, Nash SUP and Fatyak
Kayaks. However the message
and fundraising blends very
easily with a massive degree of
fun and friendly
competitiveness.

One of the best elements about the
event is the way it allows all kinds of
people with varying levels of experience
to join in by either swimming, canoeing
or stand up paddling – or a combination
of all three.
Earlier this year I was ‘gently’ persuaded to
participate. However I am now deeply
grateful for this push as it has served to
deepen my growing passion for SUP.
July 20 in Weymouth was a beautiful sunny
morning, the atmosphere on the beach was
relaxed and competitors completed
registration, collected their official race
number and headed off for the briefing by
Conrad and Alex. They put everyone at ease
and explained how the event would work. My
distance was 750 metres but that was just
the start of the day.
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After that there were several more rounds
establishing times before we were put into
teams for sprints. Virtually no wind meant
even beginners like me did not need to
worry. All the boards for the races were Naish
12.6ft inflatables – very stable for beginners
but with enough speed and manoeuvrability
for more advanced paddlers.
After lunch, at one of the many lovely
places to eat along the seafront, we
proceeded into some knock out rounds to
find the winner of the men and the women
heats. An overall would be established at
the end of the day. The conclusion was all
paddlers completing the one mile circuit
around the beautiful bay – a fitting end to a
perfect event.
Sadly I had a long journey ahead and
missed this last part of the day, much to
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Blue
Mile
–
Weymouth and Plymouth 2014
my own disappointment, but next time I’ll
be there holding up the rear. On balance, as
I was by far the slowest of the pack, it might
have been for the greater good – one good
blast of wind and I may still be out there
somewhere.

Information
For more information about
this year, events planned
for next year and the work
of the Marine Conservation
Society visit

However we did have deserving winners of
the Naish N1SCO Race Championships at
Weymouth. From the ladies: the battle for
first and second places was between Lily
Young and Sara Aghdami, with Lily taking
the win on this occasion. From the men: a
fantastic performance by Ben Fisher gave
him the lead he needed over his nearest
rival Stuart Appleby.

We asked Conrad Humphries from Sport
Environment for his perspective, “The Ecover
Blue Mile at Weymouth featured the Naish
One Championships and this year a record
turnout of one design inflatables entered. It
was great to see so many newcomers
enjoying the racing – something that is an
objective of the Blue Mile. Weymouth is
such a great venue, a blue flag beach, and
we look forward to returning again in the
coming year.”

The Plymouth event (Sept 13/14) was also a
massive success. To soak up the
atmosphere and success simply check out
the official 2013 video via the link above
(digital version only).
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www.thebluemile.com
www.facebook.com/theblue
mile
www.sportenvironment.com
www.mcsuk.org/

Round
Sheppey
Island Race
Words: Phil Plume
Pics: Edward De-Frayne

anatic, ION, NWF and LAR
Watersports rider Phil Plume
recently took on the Round Isle of
Sheppey race. An arduous distance
challenge that only a few have completed
before. Over to Phil for the low down.

F

Organised by the Isle of Sheppey Sailing Club,
the round island race is in its 56th year. The
race is well known in the sailing and windsurf
world as the longest dinghy and board race in
Europe. Paddle boarders have joined the
circumnavigation on and off for the last few
years; this year was the first time they would
be included in the race results, and a
perpetual trophy presented to the winner. The
race is billed by the sailing club as between
35 and 40 miles, dependent on the line taken.
For the 87 windsurfers and dinghies who
entered, the distance was probably closer to
40 miles, but I clocked the entire trip at 30.
Entering with me in the SUP fleet this year
was Julia Haggis, a local paddler and regular
on the race scene.
The Isle of Sheppey is separated from
mainland Kent by a channel called the Swale,
so will always be affected by wind and tide.
This makes the round island challenge really
technical, for paddle boarders, windsurfers,
and sailors alike. Decisions about race line,
when to push hard and when to rest up, when
to stop and refuel all have to be made, and
very often changed at the last minute due to
the prevailing conditions at the time. No two
Sheppey races will ever be the same!
The race this year was a classic example of
this variance in conditions. We set off from
the sailing club under grey skies and a stiff

WNW breeze. This meant that the first six
miles were raced in pretty much perfect
downwind conditions. I absolutely loved this
section, and pushed hard in order to extract
the optimum amount of speed from each
wave. At Leysdown-on-Sea the coast curves in
a southerly direction, resulting in a more
offshore wind. There is a great temptation
here to hug the land in an attempt to find
shelter. However the shallow waters force you
further out, so no respite! The eastern end of
the island is tipped by a large mud flat, yet
another obstacle forcing you further away
from the island and adding more distance to
the journey. Once around the end of the tip,
the long slog up the Swale begins (look out for
seals, and the odd nudist (JSUP? – Ed),
basking on the beaches at this point).

Sting in the tail
This year we paddled against a head wind
gusting 20mph and outgoing tide, making
the 10 mile journey up the Swale particularly
arduous. All the way, the bridge carrying the
A249 onto the island always looks so
tantalisingly close. There are a few bends in
the Swale where you can find some shelter,
but these are few and far between. Shortly
after the bridge the tide started to slow, the
sun came out and a large bend provided
some welcome respite. This is actually a
really nice mellow section and lulls you into a
false sense of security before hitting the sting
in the tail of the round island challenge. This
sting is the turbulent water as you enter the
Thames Estuary and round the port of
Sheerness. This year the water in this area
was just choppy, but apparently can get
pretty serious. This is definitely a spot where
you need to be leashed to your board.
Once you round Garrison point, the finish is
now a mere 1.8 miles away. You can even see
it. This year I paddled into downwind
conditions for the last leg, and a great cheer
as I passed between the black and white
poles marking the finish line in 7hrs 26 mins.
So there it is. The Round Sheppey
Paddleboard Race. What a great personal
challenge and technical event. All you need is
a board that can handle any conditions and
buckets of determination. Julia finished in 11
hours with the whole of the sailing club
cheering her on – an amazing effort!
So the challenge has been set. There’s now a
trophy with a name and a time to beat. So
who will be next?
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Bamboo
boo

SERRIES

BAMBOO SUP 8.0
DYNAMIC

BAMBOO WAVE SUP 9.0
SURF

BAMBOO SUP YOGA 10.6
YOGA

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

BAMBOO SUP 10.6
ALLROUND

BAMBOO SUP 11.6
FAMILY

EVA DIAMOND CUT GRIP
SANDED FINISH
TIMELESS DESIGN
0,5 MM BAMBOO VENEER
9 OZ. FIBERGLASS (DOUBLE WRAP)
6 OZ. FIBERGLASS (DOUBLE WRAP)
FOAM EPS 18KG/M3 CORE
WOOD STRINGER

FOAM EPS 18 KG/M3

JOBE SUP BO
BOARD
ARD
rrange
g
SOON AAVAILABLE
VAILABLE WORLDWIDE
WORLDWIDE AT
AT JOBESUP.COM
JOBESUP.COM
COOM
OM

Aeroo

SERRRIES

AERO SUP 8.6
DYNAMIC

AERO YOGA SUP 10.6
YOGA

AERO SUP 10.6
ALLROUND

01
02
03
04
04
05

EVA FOAM GRIP PAD
TIMELESS DESIGN
PVC COATED NYLON BASE
1ST & 2ND LAYER DROPSTITCH REINFORCEMENT
BASE CLOTH
SPACE YARN (2600G/M2 660D)

SPACE YARN

STANDUP

Photo by Anita Harris

“We were thrilled with the success of Standup for the Cure events in California that have
raised more than £200,000 for Breakthrough Breast Cancer’s partner charity in America.
We are honoured to have the event come to Great Britain. As a Brit, and a breast cancer
survivor myself, I am committed to raising awareness of the importance of early
detection. One in eight of us will be diagnosed with the disease and finding it early is the
key to a successful outcome.”
Judie Vivian
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P h o t o b y To m G r i ff i t h s

The first annual Standup for the Cure event was held at
London’s Paddington Basin on Friday September 12th –
SUP Mag UK’s Anne Egan reports.
This inaugural event in the UK came from the US based charity,
Standup for the Cure – founded by Judie Vivian – that began in
California just a few years ago. Judie, a breast cancer survivor,
and originally from the UK, decided as a result of the success and
momentum of the charity in the US she would extend the work to
the UK – hopefully benefiting women here and helping save many
more lives.

for the Cure comes to London
The aim of Standup for the Cure is to use
SUP to increase awareness of the need for
early detection and intervention in the
treatment of breast cancer that affects so
many women. It also introduces people to
the wonderful activity that is stand up
paddle boarding.
We were especially lucky to have Jo
Hamilton Vale with us who had just
completed the 11 City Tour in which she
earned a fabulous second place – even
P h o t o b y T o m G r i f f i t h s more fabulous considering she had
dislocated her shoulder during the event.
Jo herself has experienced and survived
breast cancer and knows how vital early
detection is. Jo kindly shared tips and
advice and answered any questions we
had about SUP.
Throughout we were all well cared for by
the team from Active 360 and the
wonderful canoeists who escorted us
safely through the canal system.
Stand up paddle boarding lessons and
demos, SUP yoga and pilates sessions
were provided to all participants on the
P h o t o b y T o m G r i f f i t h s day which concluded with a sunset mass
pink paddle towards Camden and back
again. Everyone enjoyed the atmosphere
and the fun of paddling together to Little
Venice, through spooky dark ancient
tunnels and on to Regent’s Park.
Two beginners, Zoe and Louise, like many
others, who had travelled some distance
to be part of the day, both found their SUP
legs very quickly and expressed how
fantastic the experience had been for
them both.

P h o t o b y To m G r i ff i t h s
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The mood was one of mutual support and
humour with everyone being encouraged to
try whatever they wished. Participants were
encouraged to wear pink – and that we did!
The best dressed man had to be Mo
sporting a wonderful pink tutu and a smile
as broad as the ocean. He was constantly
on hand to guide and encourage us all.
One or two took a brief unscheduled dip
into the canal but climbed back on their
boards and carried on to enjoy the
atmosphere of camaraderie and fun. Once
everyone had arrived back at the basin
those of us who were not rushing home
rendezvoused at the Union Canal pub for
refreshment and to reflect on the
wonderful day it truly had been.
Next year’s event is set to be bigger still so
keep your eye out for the date and come
along with friends and family. Not only
will you have an unforgettable day but
you will be making a difference and
helping save many lives.
Early negotiations are in place to hold the
2015 ‘Standup for the Cure’ on the
Serpentine, in Hyde Park, lets do
everything possible to make this happen.
Judie Vivian shared her view of the event
with us: “The Active 360 team of Paul
Hyman, Phil Sayers and Emily Yoon were
absolutely brilliant! They planned and
prepared a SUPer event with great support
from their merry band of marshalls, yoga
and pilates instructors. Delicious cool
drinks, generously provided by Alice at
Alibi, quenched thirsts and the team from
Jobe lined up a huge fleet of demo gear
for our participants to try.

When Anne first suggested joining
her in a cancer fundraising day, I
was happy to join in – any excuse to
spend a day with my lovely friend.
Then when I was sent details of
Standup for the Cure and I realised it
was a SUP event, I wasn’t quite so
happy to join in! My only experience
of SUP was a six-foot wobble on a
river feeling petrified I was going to
fall in and feeling so pleased when I
got get back off onto dry land!
Well, Friday 12th September was a
completely different experience. As
we approached the sunny
Paddington Basin a crowd of pink
could be seen from across the Grand
Union Canal. Then we saw the
welcoming friendly faces. Judie
Vivian who organised it all was really
interesting to talk to as was Joanne
Hamilton-Vale who is women’s no. 1
SUP and at 47 (same age as me) was
enlightening, as she has only been
racing for a year.

“Joanne Hamilton Vale, the British SUP
Champion, gave a great tech talk on racing
tips and a SUP demonstration before racing
against Judie and Emily (giving both a sweet
starting time advantage).

“Jordana from the Crew Room displayed a
large range of SUP clothes and an especially
great Standup for the Cure pink jersey in
breathable bamboo and charcoal fabric – a
MUST HAVE for all chic SUPers.

“Natalie joined us from Breakthrough Breast
Cancer to share important data regarding
the disease – 50,000 women in the UK will
be diagnosed this year and 12,000 will die.
Encouragingly, she also shared that 30
minutes of exercise every day can reduce
the risk by 20%, giving us all the great
incentive to paddle more.

“The happy sunny day was filled with
laughter and hugs as participants took to the
water, new friendships were forged and the
day was capped off by a magical SUP paddle
tour of London's waterways. The group in pink
paddled together through Regent’s Park to
the London Zoo and back, lighting up the
waterways with their headlights and
luminous wrist bands when the sun set.”

Event director Paul Hyman, Active 360, said, “Standup for the Cure’s
event was an excellent opportunity for families, friends and survivors
to get together, have a great day filled with fun while raising money
and ultimately save lives by doing something they love.’

Photos by Anita Harris

After being issued with pink
Standup for the Cure t-shirts and
wrist bands we were straight onto
the paddle board with the very
encouraging pilates teacher
Kristiana. Pilates on the SUP?
I questioned if that was a good idea
but I actually felt so stable and if
anything it’s the best way to find
your balance and give you that
initial confidence.
Late afternoon all of us set of on a
‘sea of pink’ mass paddle from
Paddington towards Camden –
taking in all the beautiful buildings,
boats and waterside night life and
through a 200m tunnel with only the
odd head torch and a few glow
bands to light our way.
What an amazing day! And a
brilliant sense of achievement. If
anyone had suggested spending
almost 10 hours on and around a
London canal on a glorified surf
board my answer would have
undoubtedly been No! But I am
soooo glad I gave it a chance – can’t
wait for the next one!
Louise Anderson
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The event was hosted by the
Active 360 team led by Paul
Hyman and was supported
generously by Jobe Sports UK,
Alibi Health Drinks and Crew
Room Clothing.
On behalf of SUP Mag UK and all
the paddlers at Standup for the
Cure we would like to extend our
thanks to Anita Harris
(www.anitaharris.com) and Tom
Griffiths on behalf of Alibi Drink
(www.alibidrink.com) for allowing
us to share their beautiful
photographic memories of this
special day.

Photo by Anita Harris
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Great ﬁnale to N1SCO
World Championships
icturesque Lake Chiemsee in Germany provided a beautiful
backdrop for the event in conditions that really suited
paddling flat water. The event was all the better for the great
onshore facilities including a beach sauna, bar and chill out areas
where competitors could get to know one another. It was a friendly
atmosphere with everyone encouraging the competitors on to the
finish line of each race. In touching distance from the shore – voices
were hoarse from the cheering and laughing!

P

Saturday night saw the entire fleet and friends/family descend on
'Restaurant Verde' in the local town, which is unusual at an event like
this allowing new friendships to be formed and stories of the day to
be shared.
The racing came down to the tightest of margins throughout. On the
day the best paddlers won, which was refreshing as there were no
excuses to hide behind, such as conditions, or some competitors
having better equipment. It was a level playground - everyone had

the same equipment. It was down to skill and, perhaps always, a little
good luck! A highlight of the day for all concerned was when Robby
Naish accompanied the youngest competitors in the 12 km distance
race. What a memory for those youngsters to cherish.
Lily Young won the World Female youth title after beating all the girls
and many of the boys in the Under 16 category. Second place on the
Men’s podium for Sprint distance went to Alex Tobutt. The podium for
the Intermediate distance race saw UK weighing in with second place
to Alex Tobutt and Ben Fisher taking third.
They raced their hearts out laughing at themselves and giving lots of
support and respect to their fellow paddlers. The return home was not
exactly uneventful either, with a breakdown, a charitable taxi driver
to lend a hand and a great deal of mud. Ah well all part of a great
adventure and that it really was. Maybe next year they’ll let me join
their team, if I’m good enough. Better get training now!

Ben Fisher
A l e x To b u t t

Stuart Appleby
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Story: Anne Egan
Photos: Naish International

Li l y Yo u n g

Lily with Robby Naish

Keith Gorman
27
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An overview of this year’s UK team
Keith Gorman Age: 43

Years SUPing: 4

Best SUP moment: ISA World Championships 2012.
Favourite SUP spot: Dublin Bay (because it has everything from flatwater to ferry waves).
Why have you got involved in N1SCO racing/What you enjoy about it? I got involved
with N1SCO racing because of my love for competitive racing and N1SCO provided me with
a workable way of travelling to race events with world class equipment. It is a great way to
meet like minded SUP passionate people.
What is your goal for the Worlds? I would hope to be competitive in my results and we
can feel a very strong team in the relay events.

Ben Fisher Age: 25

Years SUPing: 5

Best SUP moment: Can’t put down just one moment, being in inaccessible places at
special times.
Favourite SUP spot: new ones.
Why you have got involved in N1SCO racing/What you enjoy about it? One class
design, even field, great entry level for racing.
What is your goal for the Worlds? First!

Lily Young Age: 15

Years SUPing: 18 months

Best SUP moment: Winning the women's and youth category at the Weymouth blue mile.
Favourite SUP spot: Crantock bay, Cornwall.
Why you have got involved in N1SCO racing/What you enjoy about it? I entered the
Weymouth blue mile 2013 a year ago as it was in my home town Weymouth. I already
enjoyed SUPing but then found a love for racing after entering the event. I then attended
again the next year. I Enjoy the fact that it is a one design so no one has an advantage over
board types and prices, everything is fair.
What is your goal for the Worlds? To do the absolute best that I can but more
importantly to have a good time doing the sport I love and meeting new people.

Stuart Appleby Age: 37

Years SUPing: 2 years

Best SUP moment: SUP surfing in New Zealand.
Favourite SUP spot: Weymouth, Dorset.
Why you have got involved in N1SCO racing/What you enjoy about it? The
Naish/Ecover Blue Mile events got me into N1SCO racing as they were a fun format with a
mix of sprints and longer races. I enjoy the one design element of N1SCO racing as it is
about the paddler rather than the equipment. They are also a great board for sprint racing
as you can have really close competition without being worried about dinging your board!
What is your goal for the Worlds? To enjoy it and gauge my level against other N1SCO
paddlers from around the world.

Alex Tobutt Age: 35

Years SUPing: 3 years

Best SUP moment: Downwinding in Weymouth bay during a storm.
Favourite SUP spot: Weymouth, Dorset.
Why you have got involved in N1SCO racing/What you enjoy about it? I attend events
through my work for Naish but I was hooked by how friendly the other SUP racers were. It’s
really social and the N1SCO racing allows me get out and race against people on
completely equal equipment so you only have yourself to blame.
What is your goal for the Worlds? I won’t be working at the event so I intend on
completely relaxing and enjoying the company of the rest of the team. Saturday’s party
looks fun too! I hope to get a result in the top third.
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Pushing through –

Grand
Union
Canal SUP Challenge
When an email lands on your desk on a Monday
morning, asking you if you’d be interested in
taking part in a brand new charity challenge in
eight weeks time, which consists of paddling
100km in 24 hours, the reaction of most normal
people would probably be L o n d o n t o B i r m i n g h a m
along the lines of, ‘you’ve They had already discussed the potential of a fun, leisurely
got to be joking’! That is paddle along the Grand Union Canal with friends over a week in
the summer. They were thinking how enjoyable it would be to
of course unless your explore the canal system from London to Birmingham with a
names are Phil and group of friends and hire a canal boat where they could eat, sleep
and relax after a leisurely day on the water. But to paddle half of
Stacey and you both have the Grand Union canal in 24 hours, with no sleep; that was a
a sadistic streak for whole different prospect.
endurance challenges. The idea came from the Canal & Rivers Trust via Active360, which
Phil is an instructor and co-director of. The trust was working
with Action Challenge on a brand new charity event for walkers
and runners to participate in: the Grand Union Challenge. They
thought that having a few people paddling alongside the other
participants ambling along the towpath of the Grand Union
would be a ‘fun’ way of promoting our waterways and provide
some good PR shots for the event; so in essence they were to be
the entertainment for the day!
After a brief conversation (and before fully researching the route
and realising that the paddle would also involve having to
portage around 65 locks along the way), they decided they were
up for the challenge.
The event, like many others of this type, was not only about the
physical and mental challenge, but also about raising awareness
and funds to support a number of charities. Both Phil and Stacey
had participated in various charity events over the years, but this
challenge was about to become a lot more personal.

Words: Phil Sayers
Pics: James Carnegie
Photography

The day after being allocated their places on the challenge,
Stacey received the heartbreaking news that her mother-in-law
had been diagnosed with inoperable stomach cancer. Mary
Smithson had spent her professional career working as a nurse
and for the last 20 years she worked for Macmillan, caring for
individuals and supporting the families of people suffering from
cancer. Mary tragically passed away only 22 days after being
diagnosed, a devastating blow to her family.
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Paddling was going
to be tougher than
the usual tidal
Thames paddling
that they are more
accustomed to in
London, as there is
little to no ﬂow on
the canal, so every
stroke had to count!

For many people this could have meant the
beginning and the end of the challenge. But
for Stacey, a proficient paddler and SUP
instructor at Central SUP Nottingham, this
tragic loss only made her more focused and
determined, and that their chosen charity
to fundraise for would be Macmillan Cancer
Support.
Over the following weeks Phil and Stacey set
about organising their logistics with the team
from Action Challenge. Sorting the equipment
required for day and night paddling, and
devising an intensive training regime to
prepare them physically for what was going to
be their toughest SUP task to date.
Along the way they had a few paddlers from
Active360 volunteer to join them on various
stages of the route; Louise Nolan, Kiko
Matthews, Rebecca Sales McKay, Anu and
Marcus Niklassonl - some friendly faces to
offer encouragement.

Tu s h i n g h a m S a i l s
Stacey was supported by Tushingham Sails
who loaned her a 2014 Red Paddle Co 14ft
Elite board, while Phil opted to use his Red
12.6ft Race air board. Due to the number of
locks that would have to be negotiated and
ease of travel they decided inflatables
would be the best option, fearing that the
concrete canal sides would take their toll on
more preferred carbon boards.
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Before they knew it the big day had arrived
and they found themselves in the middle of
Paddington recreation ground, pumping up
their boards surrounded by inquisitive
charity walkers! The compere – actor Martin
Hancock (better know for his role as Spider
in Coronation Street) – was responsible for
geeing up the walkers and getting them on
their way in 30-minute intervals. Once Phil
and Stacey had checked their equipment,
filled water bladders and loaded board bags
onto the transport lorry, they too were ready
to get on their way and headed to the
water…
The put in for SUP was the picturesque
‘Little Venice’, a short walk from the start
point. Paddling was going to be tougher
than the usual tidal Thames paddling that
they are more accustomed to in London, as
there is little to no flow on the canal, so
every stroke had to count!
The forecast for the Saturday wasn’t ideal
and they were blighted with heavy rain
showers and moderate head winds for the
first 50km. They decided to wear board
shorts and their charity t-shirts to start with
rather than trying to keep dry, hoping to
keep some clothing damp free until later in
the day when the rain was due to stop.
Many of the challenge walkers asked if they
had been swimming in the canal as they
were wet through by the time they reached
the 25km checkpoint.
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In addition to the
unfavourable
weather, some
sections of the canal
were thick with weed
and rubbish
In addition to the unfavourable weather, some
sections of the canal were thick with weed and
rubbish. Fortunately Stacey had taken her FCS
race weed fin, which shed the gunk easily and
made a huge difference to her board’s
performance. Unfortunately Phil had opted for
his FCS Danny Ching race fin, which on the
clear sections was excellent – but wasn’t quite
so helpful in heavily clogged areas.
Apart from the rain, wind and weeds, they
made good time for the first 25km from
London to Hayes, completing it in just over
four hours. It helped that there were no locks to
negotiate on this section, allowing them to get
into a good rhythm – taking it in turns to
draught each other, helping preserve energy.
The down side of this meant that there were
still 65 locks ahead of them that would have to
be negotiated in the remaining 75km.

33
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Paddling by itself for 100km is a
relatively achievable challenge
and certainly not the ﬁrst time
something of that distance had
been attempted by stand up
paddle boarders. Throw obstacles
into the equation and you’ve got
your work cut out.
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Arriving at Hayes they were treated to a hot
meal and were able to replenish water
supplies and dry out in the checkpoint tent,
but it was soon time to get back onto the
water and tackle the next 25km section
from Hayes to Watford. Paddling again was
good, fewer weeds than the first section and
the rain had begun to ease, but good
fortune was soon halted when they began to
encounter the first of the locks; 11 in total
on this section.
Watford was the next main checkpoint and
marked the half waypoint, which they
reached at around 20:30. They enjoyed
chicken and noodles along with numerous
cups of tea before changing into dry clothes
and mounting lights onto boards for the

the checkpoint proved to be the hardest of
all. The locks, sleep depravation, damp
clothing from carrying wet boards and low
energy levels found Phil and Stacey in a
precarious situation. They were both
showing signs of mild hypothermia and
their bodies were going into shock. The next
checkpoint couldn’t come soon enough.
As soon as they arrived in Tring, they
quickly set about sorting themselves out.
Once again a hearty hot meal was available,
although a full English at four in the
morning was probably not the perfect menu
option, especially for Stacey who was
feeling nauseous and so opted for dry bread,
bananas and tea instead. Once they were
wrapped up in extra layers of clothing and

It’s difﬁcult to appreciate how much portaging can take out
of you. Having to haul your board out of the water, carry it
for up 500m at a time; the constant stopping and starting
not only saps your energy but also dents your morale.
night paddle ahead. In addition they also
had head torches to provide further
illumination.

foil blankets supplied by the event
paramedics, both paddlers slowly began to
warm up and feel human again.

First of the 35 locks

Final push

As day faded, they made their way back to
the water and set off towards Tring. No sooner
had they started paddling, they were faced
with the first of the 35 locks they would
encounter in the next 25km. This section was
by far the most physically and
psychologically challenging of the entire trip.
Paddling by itself for 100km is a relatively
achievable challenge and certainly not the
first time something of that distance had
been attempted by stand up paddle boarders.
Throw obstacles into the equation and you’ve
got your work cut out.

As dawn broke it was time for the final push
to the finish. Only 25km and 19 locks stood
between them and the end of their
challenge. The initial going was hard. But
with the warmth of the sun on their faces
and the constant encouragement from the
challenge walkers alongside them, soon the
end was in sight.

It’s difficult to appreciate how much
portaging can take out of you. Having to haul
your board out of the water, carry it for up
500m at a time; the constant stopping and
starting not only saps your energy but also
dents your morale. Some of the locks were in
quick succession, so no sooner had you got
back onto the water and started to get into
your stride, another would rapidly appear.
They eventually reached Tring at 03:30
Sunday morning after being on the go for
over 16 hours. The final 5km paddle to reach
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Bletchley was the final destination and a
small crowd of well-wishers including the
friends and families of participants, event
organisers and charity workers had
gathered on top of a bridge to give them a
rapturous reception. The last thing left to do
was carry the boards up a bank to the
official finish point where a glass of bubbly
and food awaited.
The support they received from other
participants was incredible. Despite the lack
of sleep, blisters and aching limbs, the
camaraderie among the walkers was
amazing. Every individual and group willed
each other to keep going to get to the finish
line.

Events like this are incredible to participate in. Not only do they test your
personal resolve, but they also have a way of bringing out the very best in
people. Sometimes it’s only when you’ve pushed yourself to what you think
is your limit that you realise what you are truly capable of.
Rest in peace Mary x
Amount raised for Macmillan so far is £1,360.00
Just Giving fundraising page:
https://www.justgiving.com/100KMGRANDUNIONSUP/

Links:
Canal & river trust: http://www.canalrivertrust.org.uk
Active360: http://www.active360.co.uk
Grand Union Challenge: http://www.grandunionchallenge.com
Action Challenge: http://www.actionchallenge.com
Macmillan Cancer Support: http://www.macmillan.org.uk
More of James Carnegie’s photography can be found at:
http://www.jamescarnegie.co.uk
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Always
ready to
set the pace
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Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Luke Green (Starboard UK)
and Ryan James
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Ryan James

Ryan James is right up there on the UK’s SUP racing scene.
A powerful paddler who dominates long distance events on
his 14ft Starboard weapon – he’s the man to beat on any
start line.

STOP PRESS: As we go to print Ryan James has indeed taken the UK SUP Club’s 14ft
and the Eton Dorney Champs on a 12.6ft!
But it’s not just smashing out the miles that floats Mr James’ boat (or board); SUP
Mag UK caught up with ‘da Bull from Dorset’ for a chin wag.
1. How did you get into SUP and what appeals?
I got into SUP after a snowboarding injury to my AC joint. I used it for rehab after a friend got me a copy of
Laird’s Force of Nature book. I really identified with his lifestyle choices; I have always been around the
ocean and so it all just made sense (if you take out the American stuff).
2. Endurance and long distance racing seems to be your thing. Do you SUP surf or is it just about
chewing up the miles and standing on podiums?
I come from a swimming background where 200m butterfly was my event. My early days where filled with
hundreds of K’s then I took up triathlon and the K’s continued. The endurance stuff I know how to train for
as I’ve been doing it since I was four. I do surf; surprisingly I started on a 6.1ft reverse V thruster – surfing
in Florida where I was at college. But my real passion is downwinding; going really fast on craft that are
made to catch big bumps. I love my 14.8ft Starboard Point based on SIC’s (Mark Raphorst) F16 model. I
also favour my Allwave Galea OC1 (outrigger canoe) and you know I love a good podium finish.
3. Tell us a bit about your training regime. How does your average session go?
I try and train every day – two sessions if time allows. It’s all structured; I know what I’m going to be doing
in six weeks time. At the moment I’m doing high sprint stuff with technical aspects – some races could be
in and out through surf. This is the same prep for BOP Cali. For example: 4 x 1km @ 85% MHR (Zone 4) with
three minutes recovery.
4. You’re currently sitting pretty on top of the UK SUP Clubs race series – what’s your secret to
consistently being the man to beat?
I do a lot of thinking and try to always have a plan. In the winter I’m still out training even in the hardest
conditions when I know others aren’t – I know I’ve always got that over most.
5. How long do you think you can carry on winning events?
Well Kalama just placed fifth at M2O (Molokai to Ohau) and he’s 50, so I am just going to keep going – I
love ocean paddle sports. So as long as I look after my body the water will still be my playground.
6. Do you see any young guns coming through the ranks to challenge your reign?
Yeah! I can’t ignore Aaron Rowe or Pete Kosinski. These guys are getting very quick, but as long as Aaron
keeps eating his chicken nuggets I’m pretty safe!
7. What’s been your favourite event so far and why?
Head of the Dart; so many paddlers in one place – it really shows the number getting involved in this sport
and that’s what I love. Carbis Bay was a great event as it was combined with outrigger canoes, surf skis
and prone paddle boards – celebrating the ocean together and opening the eyes of other sports
enthusiasts to SUP.
8. Do you have any favourite conditions for racing or are you happy with whatever Mother Nature
bowls your way on the day?
Flat water is a grind – give me bumps and wind anytime. It gives me a chance to rest and use other skills
flat water paddlers don’t have.
9. What do you do in the off-season to keep motivated and ready for the main racing events
through summer?
I paddle all through the year come rain, snow or shine. I do my long miles in the OC1. I run and swim a
couple of times a week and do at least two strength and conditioning sessions per week as well.
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10. Are you paddling/training with anyone else?
Yep, I help coach the BaySUP squad so I paddle pretty regularly with those guys and Branksome
Surf Life Saving Club (I join in their ski training sessions in my OC1).

ryan james

11. Do you have any plans for other long distance races in the world? If so, where?
I’ll compete in Battle of the Paddle again this year. It’s the best event in the world. The
atmosphere is amazing; whether you are elite or amateur it’s a fantastic experience.
12. What gear are you currently using and why?
My paddles are ZRE – different sizes for different conditions and race formats. I’ve tried other
paddles but it’s never a ZRE. My fins are all from Black Project; I use the Maliko for distance and SUP
Weed for downwind and technical events/training. Chris Freeman designs some of the best fins in
the world. The boards I use are Starboard Sprint 14ft carbon for flat water – because it’s the fastest
production board in the world this year so why not use the advantage. I use a 14ft Starboard ACE
for ocean events as it loves bumps. If you’re going up or down wind there is no board faster (except
for my ALL Wave OC1) it’s almost cheating! I also get help from RIZ board shorts – a great little eco
boardshort company based in Covent Garden. H20-Prohydrate System take care of my fluid intake
– even my hydration tests.
13. How did their support come about?
Accidently actually. I bought myself a race board and invested in two ZRE paddles as I wanted to
commit to the racing side. Nick Watt (The SUP Store.co.uk) mentioned that I was training pretty
seriously and Starboard called me up and asked me to be a part of their team – I’ve been there ever
since. They’ve always rewarded my commitment to the sport – I love the brand and can’t see that
changing.
14. You’re heavily involved with BaySUP and the stand up scene around Bournemouth
and Poole. How did you get involved with them?
Nick Watt was one of the founding members and he was one of the first guys to sign me up. The
club’s gone from strength to strength with a separate training membership this year as well as
the social paddle membership.
15. Which spots are on your bucket list for SUP missions in the future – UK or other?
M2O has to be at the top. I would love to do this; SUP, OC1 and OC6 with the best steerer in the
world of course: Mr Steve West. Other places are the Mentawai Islands to get barrelled, although
I will probably get the life beaten out of me trying! Fishhook in South Africa for downwind
heaven.
16. What’s on your agenda for the rest of your stand up 2014?
Winning my fourth National Championship title has to be at the top. Enjoying some late
international races in California and maybe Hawaii.
17. Tell us a bit about your coaching and how you help others to improve?
Well I hope it gives my athletes structure. Most people don’t know how to periodise their training
and this is what I help them with. It’s absolutely vital to have the right sessions at the right time
and know when to back off. This enables you to go fast when you need to. It has to be individual
based on many factors: what their capacity for training is and how much time they have to
recover.
18. Give a brief rundown of the other sports you do (if any) and how that helps with your
stand up paddling?
Swimming in the pool and open water – this is where I started. My parents spent about 15/20 years of
early morning sessions so I feel I owe them for all their support – to stop swimming wouldn’t be right.
I’m also just about to sign up for a free diving course, and learn a different skill entirely – I love the
meditation aspect; lowering your heart and breathing rate gives you more control in extreme
situations.

You can find out more
about Ryan James by
visiting
www.ryanjamessup.com

19. Any final shout outs?
Big shout out to Steve West who constantly shares his unbelievable knowledge of the ocean
with me and to my girlfriend Fay Roxburgh for putting up with the relentless training and when
the chimp gets out of it’s box (you’ll understand if you read the chimp paradox by Prof Steve
Peters). The support from all my friends and sponsors –specifically Nick (Watt) and (Matt)
Frenchy as it’s their fault I’m still here.
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A good

Words: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Fi Plavenieks
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blowto windSUP or not?
WindSUP is everywhere at the moment and while the term may
invoke groans from paddling purists you can see the attraction for
‘multi tool’ aficionados. In the UK a large portion of new recruits hit
on stand up after piggy backing from other sports – most notably
windsurfing. It therefore stands to reason there’s a
market for cross over kit (one of the world’s
biggest gear manufacturers – Starboard
– also seem to think so).

You can see reviews of
AHD’s Sealion and
Starboard’s
Waterman Package in
this issue’s Gear Shed
Living with an unpredictable and volatile
climate is tricky for saltwater fans. Having
the option to make best of use of conditions
on the day is key to maximising brine time
in the UK. There are of course those who
prefer to head off on downwind runs when
the breeze ramps up, but likewise sail power
is applicable if it gets too rough.

Different strokes
It hardly needs pointing out that stand up
paddle is a versatile beast. Within each
quadrant of paddling there lies options to
branch out – windSUP is a case in point.
Having attached a rig, there’s opportunity to
cruise at a leisurely pace and take in the
views. For a more energetic ride practice
your light wind freestyle (whirling, spinning
and manoeuvring your rig and body into
contorted shapes). And finally, with the
swell on the rise and a bit of puff in your
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sail, windSUPers are free to indulge in a bit
of light wind wave riding.

Begin again
Learning a new skill may be the stuff of
nightmares for some. Having mastered
paddling in a straight line – turning without
taking a dunking and getting back to shore
safely – there can be a lack of enthusiasm
for beginning again.
Modern stand up paddle boards, especially
in larger sizes, are stable platforms for
learning the windy art. It used to be that
SUPs, although offering rig attachments,
weren’t particularly efficient at cruising
(many slipping downwind if adequate skills
weren’t displayed by the pilot). A number of
brands nowadays, particularly those who
understand windy rigs, offer boards
designed to make the learning process
much easier.

Movin’ on up
WindSUP isn’t just for the lower echelons of
performance. You only have to visit coastal
wave venues on moderately breezy days to
witness this. Unfortunately breeze in the UK is
fickle and there’s many a time wind-heads
will be left gazing forlornly out to sea
wondering where the forecast went so wrong.
Swells pump but no one’s sliding – enter
stage left your trusty windSUP gear. Due to
SUPs being so voluminous it’s now fine to
reach for the log and attach your normal
wave sail before floating out to the line up –
lip bashing antics abound. In days past you
would’ve been stuck on the sand but now
there’s a back-up plan.

Rigging to win
If you’re reading this, have a sled that
features a rig attachment and fancy having a
bash at windSUP, then it’s important your set
up is suitable. Nothing too big and ideally a
softer feeling sail is the way forward.

While you’re never going to reach the
contorted nature of full power shreddage,
getting your wave quota is possible. Some
windsurfers are now windSUPing in waves
more than they ride their normal windy gear.

And what of the paddle?
Even if you’re buying equipment separately
you should be able to speak with your local
retailer who will point you in the right
direction. The last you thing you want to do is
try ‘sailing’ with the wrong gear – frustration
will be the usual end result.
Alternatively, if you’re at the point of handing
over hard earned readies, want something
that covers multiple bases and maximises
your time afloat, then consider brand bundles
with specifically designed components – it’ll
make your life a lot easier.

But let’s not forget you have a Swiss army
knife of a toy here. Should the breeze not
blow, you always have the option of swinging
a blade.
Depending on what type of performance
you’re after will ultimately dictate what gear
you plump for, but one thing’s for sure;
windSUP equipment currently straddles
multiple areas while delivering a decent level
of fun and enjoyment.

Get involved!
In this day and age ‘the green’ is scarce –
recreational toys are usually at a premium. If
you’re looking for as much bang for your buck
as possible, considering two sports for the
price of one is a good move.

WindSUP chat – essential knowledge
RIG – sail, boom, mast, mast extension and universal joint (UJ).
TACK – upwind turn.

Stand up paddle boards with rig attachments
are a great choice for those who love variety.
As summer gives way to autumn, and the
breeze ramps up, maybe it’s worth
considering another arm of our versatile
sport? WindSUP may not be for everyone but
it sure lends even more colour to UK SUP.

GYBE – downwind turn.
UPHAULING – pulling the rig out of the water (via the uphaul).
BEACH START – stepping aboard your windSUP using the rig for leverage.
WATER START – when there’s enough wind you can use the rig to lift you out of water;
therefore not having to uphaul (not essential for windSUP).
HARNESS AND LINES – if you become competent at windSUP using a harness (and lines)
is a way to improve performance, handle stronger wind and take the strain off your arms.

If you’ve ever considered attaching a windy
rig to your SUP then it’s perfectly fine to go it
alone. A more efficient method would be to
get yourself a lesson – knowledge is power
after all! Check online for windsurfing courses
in your area.

PLANING – getting up to full speed; the board lifts, overtakes its bow wave and rides off the
fin (possible but not essential with windSUPs).
FREESTYLE – spinning rig tricks that help with sail control.
WAVE SAILING – riding some juice.
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Watersports
WINDSURFING

KITESURFING

FITNESS

PADDLE BOARDING

NOW
NOW
OPEN

ighhttoonn Rd
BBrrig

A259

ighhttoonn Rd
BBrrig

A259

SPLASHPOINT
SPLASHPOINT

Worthing
Baker Academy, East Kiosk, Beach Parade, Worthing,
West Sussex, BN11 2FG

Call 01903 252 646

Email info@baker-academy.com

www.baker-academy.com
www.bak
er-academy.com

MINI Guide…

Cardiff
Hazards

Overview

Boat traffic in the bay and
Barrage area. There is no speed
limit in the bay so stay close to
the edges!

Cardiff International White Water
(CIWW), based next to the River Ely,
opened its doors in 2010 as the UK’s
first pumped white water course. In
2013 an indoor surfing Flowrider
was added, bringing the tally of
activities to include canoeing,
kayaking, rafting, surfing, river
boarding, duckies and of course SUP.
CIWW is a coaching centre of
excellence for paddle sports and runs
courses for children, beginners and
advanced. The centre is open seven
days a week and is the best access to
Cardiff Bay, River Taff and River Ely.

Summing up
A great place for beginners
to advanced paddlers with
sheltered waterways and
open water. A unique city
paddling experience.

Google map

Conditions
This is the best thing; you can experience a
sheltered area when launching on the River Ely with
yachts and swans the only traffic. The bay itself is
200 hectares of exposed water. We recommend
you paddle around the edges and avoid the barrage
gates and fish pass. From here you can head into
more sheltered water and the great River Taff,
paddling under the Millennium Stadium.

Launching
Check in at reception; you will need pay £5 for a
membership card (one off) then £6 to launch which
includes your parking, shower and locker usage.

Amenities
Parking, boat / board park, launch area, changing,
lockers, café and viewing area.
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here
here

Point
Point 65ºN
65ºN products
products are
are distributed
distributed in
in the
the UK
UK and
and Ireland
Ireland by
by Lyon
Lyon Equipment
Equipment -- www.lyon.co.uk
www.lyon.co.uk

Raphael Filippi and ISA SUP Racing World Championship
runner up Olivia Piana discover what this little corner of
Indian Ocean paradise has to offer stand up paddlers.
Maybe Mauritius is one to add to your winter SUP holiday
bucket list? Over to Laurent Nevarez for the story.

Words and pics: : Laurent Nevarez
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Ilot Sancho

The sun has just started to appear
slowly on the east side of the island
when at 6am our noisy alarm marks the
beginning of the first Mauritian day. The
warmth of the early rays are passing
through the windows and the sweet
melody of the birds whistling are
welcome. We meet our friends in front of
our hotel and prepare to discover the
waves of the south west part of the
island.
Forecasts are looking really promising and
we’re excited. Boards and equipment
securely strapped to the back of the pick-up
truck, we left the lagoon of Belle Mare with
line of sight towards Ilot Sancho, one of the
most consistent surf spots.
After an hour we finally come upon the
coveted break that holds all its promises.

Located below a curious island of volcanic
rock is a coral reef where very fast 4-5ft
lefthanders are peeling – there’s also a
slower but still perfect right. Despite the
wrong tide, Raf and Olivia can’t wait one
minute more and prepare to hit it while they
carefully watch the lineup.
A few minutes after they reached the peak,
an impressive set of waves approached. Raf
paddled hard to catch the first one and
committed on a long and straight wall. The
reef is still very shallow and the different
sections of the wave close out very fast.
Olivia catches the second wave and, despite
a very precise backside bottom turn, she is
forced to dive as she could not pass the
large closing out section. Her second
attempt is much better and is ridden for
over 150 metres to the channel. The four
paddlers could not have dreamed for a
better start, with every glide complete
perfection.
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After a while Raf tried out the slower and
more predicable lefthander. Offering a big
vertical drop and perfectly peeling wall, this
idyllic setting is great for Maude and Julien
who find some great medium-size waves.
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Raf and Olivia challenge each other to get
the biggest set of the day and charge as
much as they can on solid sets. After three
hours of paddling it’s time to can it.

Manawa

Seated on the beach under the Filaos trees, we can
clearly see big sets breaking on Manawa’s reefs. The
distance from the shore and the absence of any kind of
mark makes it really hard for Raf to get the right position
on the peak but he waited patiently and finally caught a
very nice left that he ripped all the way to the deep
channel where a fishermen’s boat passed. At the centre
of the lagoon, 300m from the shore, the spot named
Little Reef offers some fun rights. Maude got a perfect
long wave here and was stoked.

Despite a very bright midday sun and an impressive
warm temperature, the thermal wind doesn’t seem to rise
and the conditions are still very glassy. To enjoy the
exceptional conditions offered that day, Julien proposed
eating and surf at Le Morne, 20 minutes drive to the
west.
An unmissable tourist site, classified a world heritage
location by UNESCO, the Morne Brabant is a huge column
of very steep rock overlooking a turquoise lagoon.
Renowned for kitesurfing and windsurfing when the wind is
strong, the discontinuous barrier reef also offers incredible
surfing. Manawa is a spot 1km offshore and super
consistent – totally adapted for stand up paddle surfing.

Ile aux Cerfs

After several days of excellent SUP surfing on the south
of the island we hit the east coast. We met Maude and
Julien at dawn to get to Ile aux Cerfs, arguably one of the
most unique places on Mauritius.
We all took inflatable boards on the little boat and we
enjoyed the privilege of discovering paradise in a wild
and remote setting. With the mountain in the
background, beige sand and turquoise lagoon, the
scenery is truly breathtaking. Everyone has all their
senses on fire, admiring the different species of fish and
enjoying this absolutely unique moment.
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Bats and waterfalls
After cruising across the large lagoon, we arrived at the entrance of
a small bay. Raf and Olivia were very excited to discover this place
and started to paddle in the green water of the river – a very
different landscape to the bright tropical lagoon.
The atmosphere changes as they advance in the shade of large,
very steep rocky banks with many trees with long hanging
branches. While the whole group is paddling, a very surprising
noise breaks the silence of the place. Maude tells Raf and Olivia to
look up, and with amazement they see imposing flying bats with
wings spread 20 metres.
Continuing along, the group hits upon a great waterfall. Olivia can’t
stand far from it and tries to get as close as she can. The contrast
between the inland and ocean scenes is amazing – everyone
appreciates what this little island has to offer.
Leaving Mauritius came around all too soon, but the whole group
realises their luck to have seen such an incredible place. If you get
the chance you should try it too!
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Mauritius

Information

Republic of Mauritius, independent
from UK since 1962
2420 km²
1.3 million citizens
Capital: Port Louis
Official language:
English and French
Money: Roupy (1 € = 40 Rs)
Mahebourg Airport
(SW of the island)

Travel
facts
ccommodation
A

Flacq/Trou d’eau douce: Apartements Manguier, Villa Orchidée, Hotel Lux
Belle Mare.
La Gaulette: Apartements Ropsen, Villa Hibiscus, Maison Papaye.
Morne: Picpic bungalow, Hotel Lux Morne.
Tamarin: Chambres Chez Jacques, Sweetbeach Bungalow, Hotel Tamarin.

Eateries
Flacq/Trou d’eau douce: Chez Tino, Chez Gildas, Restaurant Seasons (in
Villa Orchidee).
La Gaulette/Morne: Liverpool Snack, Sirokan, take away van at Morne.
Tamarin: Les Salines, Frex Café, Pizzeria Cosa Nostra.

Flat water spots
Trou d’eau douce and Ile aux Cerfs.
Grand Rivière.
Blue bay (Mahebourg).
Morne’s lagoon.
Bay of Tamarin.
Flic en Flac.
Grand Baie and Pereybere.

Gear to take

Paddle surﬁng spots
Trou d’eau Douce Pass: 400m offshore, can get good.
Blue Bay/Ile aux 2 Cocos: Lefthander with a lot of
current.
Ilot Sancho: Well exposed to swell, good reef peak
mid to high tide.
Le Morne reefs: Swell magnet, Little Reef (easy right
hander), Manawa (outside reef, massive but easy),
Chameau (outside massive peak), One Eye (hollow left
for experts only), Ambulante (outside left that can be
good).
Tamarin: Needs more consistent swell, public beach
(easy beach break suited for beginners)
Black Stone: World class right on the opposite side of
the bay),
Beware: Tamarin’s reef (named Dal) located at the left
side of the bay is seriously governed by local surfers
(white shorts) and absolutely forbidden to SUP-riders.
Don’t try it, trust us.

Boardshorts and bikini, rash vest and sunblock (Factor 50 to protect
from strong UV). Regular paddle surf SUP for waves – not too wide or
flat rockered as it needs to fit into hollow reef waves. If you have an
inflatable touring board for cruising then bring that as well.

Rentals and school
Trou d’eau douce: SUP Mauritius (Kitesurf Paradise).
Morne/Gaulette: Yoaneye, Club Mistral.
Tamarin: SUP Tamarin.

Surfshops
La Gaulette: Tou Korek, Son of
Kite, Gaulette Surf Shop.
Tamarin: Tamarin Surf Shop,
Son of Beach.
Mahebourg: Mahebourg
Surfshop.
Grand Baie: Kite and surf shop.

Mauritius map
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Paddling
blind
Words and photos: Dean Dunbar

So there I am. A wee blind guy,
totally on my own, on an
inflatable SUP in the middle of
one of Scotland’s biggest lochs,
battling an 8mph head wind,
when I have this crazy idea…
My name is Dean Dunbar and I
am a registered blind
adventurer and extreme sports
enthusiast based in Scotland.
Over the past 16 years I have
participated in over 70
activities around the world,
setting over a dozen world
firsts.
(Find out more at
www.extremedreams.co.uk).

he reason I find myself on Loch Tay
is down to my very good friend Carl
Sawyer. I take absolutely no
responsibility for my own actions!

T

On holiday in Devon in 2012, Carl
introduced me to SUP; one of his favourite
sports. The session only lasted 40 minutes,
as I got bored with falling in the sea. In
2013 I had another go and did a little better.
Then in early 2014 I was chatting to Carl
about what my next challenge could be.
Like a dog with a bone, Carl suggested that I
give SUP yet another go. As he is based in
Exmouth and I am up here in Blairgowrie, he
wouldn’t be able to offer any tuition.
However, whilst online he came across
Wilderness SUP, a SUP touring company
based in Perth.Two weeks later I met up with
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the guys and they very kindly took me on
two river trips to give me a real feel for the
sport. As if that wasn’t enough, they then
hooked me up with Oceansource.net who
did me a great deal on a Coreban Sonic
inflatable board.
Now I had my own board I could start
planning my future challenges. I had a
couple in mind, but then Carl came up with
the “Big One”. This was due to take place in
Spring/Summer 2015, so I had plenty of
time to train.
As well as SUPing, I was doing a lot of openwater swimming. Then one night I had a bit of
trouble with one of my ears. The diagnosis
was that I had a suspected perforated ear
drum, which meant no more swimming for at
least a month.
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The next morning, out of the blue, Carl
phoned to ask if instead of doing our “Big
One” next year, how about doing it this
October. Talk about serendipity!

UK’s highest
SUP club

For the “Big One”, we (Carl and Jason
Sawyer, and me) will aim to paddle 40km a
day. However at this point I probably hadn’t
done any more than 6 or 7km. I would really
have to up my training…
I had previously discussed paddling the full
length of Loch Tay with Wilderness SUP.
They were very keen to come along with me,
helping me to become the first registered
blind person to do this, but due to business
commitments, a date could not be found.

centimetres away and I would drop to my
knees and paddle away from the shore.

As I had been training on my local loch,
Clunie, which is very small and fairly
sheltered, I decided to head over to Loch
Tay to get a feel for it.

The official length of Loch Tay is 23.42km,
which is measured by drawing a straight
line down the middle of the loch. However,
as I was hugging the shore and going in and
out of every little cove, I guesstimate that I
probably travelled closer to 30km than
25km. All good training for the “Big One”.

On Sunday 13 July we drove over to Loch
Tay and, with an 8mph head wind, I
managed to paddle 11km before turning
round and trying to ride the waves back (not
always successfully). It was during this trip
that I came up with the crazy idea of doing
the full loch totally on my own. I reckoned
that as long as I hugged the south shore, I
should be fine. I ran through all the “what
ifs” and felt that I could answer them all
sufficiently. By the time I got back to dry
land at Kenmore, I had decided that I was
going to attempt it the following
weekend.

It took me just under five hours to complete
the journey – and it was amazing. In almost
every other activity I have done I have had a
guide. This was my first major solo effort,
and what a buzz!
Stay up to date with Deano’s SUP antics
(and other challenges) by visiting his
website: www.extremedreams.co.uk

Sunday 20 July looked like the best
weather opportunity.The BBC
forecast assured me that I should
have a tail wind for the majority
of the trip, and I reckoned this
would be ideal. Unfortunately
nobody had told the wind
about the BBC’s predictions
and, instead I got a cross
wind, which kept blowing
me in towards the south
shore I hoped to follow.
The combination of cross
winds and poor sight
made it difficult to stay
my pre-planned 10-20
metres from the shore.
Every so often my paddle
would touch the lochfloor or I would see a
rock just a few
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On July 26 the “UK’s
Highest SUP Club” was
founded. After a 15km
bike and hike into the
Cairngorms, we became
the first people to SUP Loch
Etchachan. At 927m above
sea level, Etchachan is the
UK’s highest loch/lake.
That’s the joy of an
inflatable SUP. Have
Inflatable SUP - Will Travel!
Next time I’ll tell you if
Carl’s new Red Paddle Elite
and our new superlight SBS
paddles made it through
the “Big One”.
By the way: does anyone
know if there is such a
thing as a talking “water”
compass/GPS? I am aware
of talking GPS’s, and they
are great for use on land,
but tend not to be so good
on the water. If any
company out there has
made such a thing and is
looking for a blind guy to
try it out…

A

B

Morning sickness and baby bumps – no I
haven’t got mixed up, this isn’t an article
for Mumsnet. One autumnal October
morning last year and we’re over the
moon; we find out that our first baby is
due in July. But, as a keen paddler and
windsurfer, my world won't just be
changing when the little one arrives –
things alter almost immediately.

Decisions

The forecast for the next morning
looked great for the south coast and so
suddenly I had decisions to make. Am
I going to paddle for the next nine
months? What about windsurfing? And
if I’m not getting on the water, what on
earth will I do with my spare time
instead?

umpy
ride –

paddling pregnant

There are plenty of stories of women
surfing until late into pregnancy,
experiencing no issues and enjoying
keeping their fitness up. But the risks
are clear: falling onto a rail; other
people slamming into you; even just
hitting the water hard. And the very
nature of paddle surfing makes all of
this unpredictable. So do I just pack
my boards away for nine months or
take a sensible approach to my time
on the water?
For me, it came down to risk versus
benefit. On the flat, and bringing the
pace down a bit, I knew I was in
control. But catching waves, I would
not be. And yes, it was a complete pain
missing what felt like epic on water
conditions every weekend over the
winter. You do have to keep telling
yourself that it's only a short lay off in
the grand scheme of things and the
trade off was, of course, worth it.
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So I tried my best to ignore the daily Facebook
statuses of mates scoring brilliant surf sessions.
I lived the surf widow lifestyle, waving off my
husband to yet another decent swell. Typically
it wasn’t even that cold this winter and I could
probably have been on the water every day – a
bit like hubby!

Embracing the flat
But all wasn't lost. On those mornings where the
wind and tides were low, I swapped my 8.11ft
for a big inflatable barge and took to leisurely
cruising instead. It might not be quite as
extreme but at least I was getting afloat.
NHS guidelines now firmly encourage mums-tobe to continue their exercise regime during
pregnancy. It’s easier for the body to adapt to
that ever-growing bump, and there is some
evidence suggesting it leads to a more
straightforward labour and postnatal recovery. I
believe that the overall workout, plus focus on
core fitness, that stand up paddle boarding
offers makes it ideal – particularly during early
and mid-pregnancy. You have to be careful not
to overdo things but gentle sessions are fine.

On the ﬂat, and bringing the pace
down a bit, I knew I was in control.
But catching waves, I would not be
65
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Despite an
emergency
caesarean, I’ve
been pleasantly
surprised to be
able to get back
on a board
quickly after her
birth.

I paddled a number of locations while
pregnant but stand out highlights
were definitely in the harbours
around Hayling Island (where I live)
and along the Chichester canal.
While I did paddle on the
seafront a number of
occasions, the total calm
and tranquillity of
sheltered waters made for
a much more relaxing
session. And rather than
looking for the next
decent set, I enjoyed
noticing the marine life,
wildlife and scenery for a
change instead.
We also spent a week in
the Caribbean,
probably our last long
haul holiday for a
while, when I was
about 25 weeks
pregnant. An
inflatable SUP
meant it was
easy to get

the board out to the Caribbean (you can
read the article in April’s issue – Ed), and
only needing boardies (with the top button
undone; it seems that there isn’t much
demand for maternity board shorts) and a
bikini was bliss. The only downside? Having
to stick to non-alcoholic cocktails
afterwards was a bummer!

Back on board
Nearly two weeks late, our wonderful little
daughter Molly was born in mid-July and so
SUP is now part of my postnatal fitness
recovery plan too. Despite an emergency
caesarean, I’ve been pleasantly surprised to
be able to get back on a board quickly after
her birth. After a couple of gentle cruises
along Chichester canal to get the muscles
moving, I had my first foray back into the
waves when Molly was six weeks old.
My summer wetsuit might never quite fit
around my belly again after too many
sessions straining against a growing bump
but this little girl has had a gentle intro to
on water activity from the get-go. We might
even have had a few cheeky little wave rides
on the way back to the beach too...

Fi’s tips for paddling with a bump:
•

Most importantly, if in doubt always take advice from your midwife. I had
a very straightforward, low risk pregnancy; paddling might not suit every
mum-to-be.

•

Now isn’t the time to be setting records. Use SUP to maintain your fitness
but listen to your body and don’t push it.

•

Pick your conditions carefully and be on top of the forecast to ensure you
aren’t caught out if the wind or swell picks up.

•

Be realistic about when it’s time to call it a day. For me, 30 weeks
pregnant felt about the right time to stop – my balance started to change
and I felt noticeably more wobbly even on big, floaty boards.

•

Paddle with someone else. It’s more fun anyway, and you’ve got back up –
just in case.

•

If you haven’t paddled much before then consider taking a lesson first
and getting guidance on a suitable, stable board to use.

For more information on exercising when pregnant check
out the NHS website www.nhs.uk/conditions/pregnancy-andbaby/pages/pregnancy-exercise.aspx
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MAXIMUM OUTPUT
WITH MINIMUM INPUT.

Our SUP Paddles bring forth a combination of technology and
power that are fine-tuned to make the most out of every stroke
whether you are racing, wave riding, cruising or just learning.

Featuring the Patent Pending
ANTI-TWIST VARIO
ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

Experience the unique, feather-light feeling of flex, durability
and impact resistance through Pre-preg Carbon laminates with
filament-wound Kevlar & Carbon reinforcements. Relax and
enjoy the ease of the ABS Blade rails and patent-pending Antitwist Vario Adjustment System where riders can adjust their
shaft to be just the right size for any situation on the spot.
Whether you’re a first-time paddler or a serious racer or
waverider, Naish has perfected the details to bring you ultimate
confidence regardless of skill, size or performance level.
Perfect blade/handle
alignment and easy
length adjustment

At Naish, we continually strive to achieve excellence in
performance, not just in our boards, but in everything we do.

RACE LE
Pro Performance
Race

WAVE LE
Pro Performance
Wave

KAHOLO
Performance
Race / Touring /
Wave

MAKANI
Race / Touring /
Wave

Kubus Sports UK - salesuk@kubus-sports.nl - T. +44 7748 186402

HELE
All-around /
Cruising

ALANA
Women’s
All-around

NaishStandUpPaddling

KEIKI
Kid’s All-around

SPORT
Recreational

NAISHSUP.COM

Chipping
away
Firstly tell us a bit about
yourself; you’ve been in the
watersports industry for quite a
while. When did you discover stand
up paddling and what made you
realise the potential the sport
has?
I have been in the watersports industry since 1970 when I first
started repairing surfboards and kayaks. I started Blue Chip
Board Store in 1980 predominantly as a windsurfing store and
repair centre. I first discovered SUP in Tobago in 2005 when I
had a go on what I can only describe as a very big surfboard
and a double bladed kayak paddle. We used one blade as the
handle and wobbled off around the bay. At that stage SUP was
seen as just for catching small waves and although I enjoyed it
I had no thought of stocking or continuing SUP back in the UK.
Then in 2007 I got a couple of 12ft boards to give a wider
perspective to our store display. Later that summer I decided
to take the boards (along with a friend of mine) onto the River
Thames at Hampton Court to see how they would cope. This
was like a ‘cartoon light bulb’ going off in my head. SUP was an

inland sport more than a surf sport. From that day, I have been
SUPing two/three times a week – mostly on rivers, streams and
lakes with the occasional trip to the coast.

Why do you think SUP appeals to
people – what is it that makes
stand up so addictive?
Today’s lifestyle is more and more about instant results and
gratification and SUP fits the bill. SUP is a very low impact,
sociable sport requiring very little equipment; a paddle, board
and leash. You don’t need to buy a starter board and then
upgrade to an intermediate board and then upgrade to a
performance board. For many paddlers, their first board can be
their only board for several years.

Running a retail outlet (Blue Chip)
is a full time job so what made you
decide to set up a SUP club as well?
The SUPer Club was just a natural extension of a group of like
minded paddlers. In 2009 we started to call ourselves The Blue
Chip SUPer Club. In 2013 we formalised the club into a
members non profit making club.
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Blue Chip are yet another long line
of UK stand up paddling converts –
owner Brian Johncey having been
involved in watersports for many
years. When SUP came on the scene
Brian and Blue Chip were keen to get
involved and over the last few years
the Blue Chip SUPer Club has become
a stalwart of the UK’s stand up club
scene. SUP Mag UK caught up with
Brian for a natter on all things stand
u p p a d d l e b o a r d i n g a n d B l u e C h i p S U P.

Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: Blue Chip SUPer Club
and Dave White

Were there any hurdles you had to
jump at the club’s inception? How
easy did you find it starting
something new and attracting
members?
The Blue Chip SUPer Club basically started itself (like most
good clubs). Attracting new members doesn’t seem to be a
problem at the moment.

How many paddlers do you get
turning up to your club nights and
what benefits do they get by being
part of the Blue Chip SUPer Club?
We have about ten members that attend most of the paddles
and we also have 385 paddlers on our notification list. This
means that we get about four-six more that can attend a
particular paddle at a particular location on a given date.
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Is attracting new club members
difficult or do you find paddlers
discover you for themselves
without the need for promotion?
Word of mouth and our unique illustrated paddle blog found on
our website: www.BlueChipSUPerClub.co.uk. We have now had
over 185,000 viewings of the blog.

Yo u n o r m a l l y p a d d l e o n i n l a n d
waters, such as the Thames. What
makes these locations so good for
stand up paddle boarding?
We like to call our paddles ‘Adventure Paddles’. We are blessed
with some superb locations in our area and we also have a
really great home water base on the Thames at
Kingston/Surbiton. Recreational / adventure paddles are what
the Blue Chip SUPer Club is all about and has been since 2009.
The only way you will find out why we have such great fun on
our local locations is to join in one of our Wednesday paddles.

Why do you think SUP clubs are
important and how do they contribute
to the stand up paddling industry as a
whole? Are clubs the only way to grow
the sport in the UK?
I don’t know if SUP Clubs are important or if they are helping to grow
the sport in general. Blue Chip Board Store has a unique approach to
retailing, none of us are salesmen, but we are all SUP enthusiasts with
a depth of knowledge few can match. I see my role as passing on my
enthusiasm and knowledge of the sport. This certainly helps with the
unrivaled success of the Blue Chip Board Store. Knowledge and
experience is a huge part of our success to become the largest SUP
Store, SUP school and SUP Club in the UK. I am also the first ASI SUP
instructor in Europe and the Blue Chip SUP Store is the first ASI
accredited SUP school in Europe.

Te l l u s a b o u t t h e B a t t l e o f t h e T h a m e s
event that’s now an annual and highly
anticipated get together. How did you
come up with the idea and what’s it
like to organise?
BOTT or Battle of the Thames started four years ago and derived from
an idea I had to have a race along the Thames and to be all inclusive of
paddler and board categories. With such a wide spectrum of entries, it
does produce some challenges with admin and time keeping. Having
said all that, the event does seem to have captured the imagination of
the SUP community and has also produced a great BOTT admin crew
whose expertise are now called on at many other SUP events. Last
year’s BOTT attracted 140 entries.

How do you see the event growing?
Yo u ’ ve s u g g e s t e d i n t h e p a s t t h a t y o u
may want to expand the concept – can
you tell us how you plan on doing this?
I think the racing side of BOTT is now well established and on a sort of
auto pilot growing in numbers year on year. For next year I will be
introducing a BOTT cruise which will take place before the main race.
The BOTT cruise will take in Hampton Court Palace, Hampton Court
Bridge and the Golden Gates of the palace grounds. The BOTT cruise
will be for those that want to be part of BOTT without actually racing.
Details are yet to be finalised.

Do you find Blue Chip SUPer Club
members enter many races (or other
events) or do they tend to stick with
recreational paddling?
The Blue Chip SUPer Club is primarily a SUP adventure / social paddling
club. We have some members who take part in other race events and
some that help with our expertise in the time keeping roll.

“Nothing replaces experience
driven knowledge and our
customers really appreciate
the benefit of our experience
with iSUP boards”
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“Recreational/adventure
paddles are what the Blue
Chip SUPer Club is all about”

Blue Chip also organise the popular
Inflation Day demo day. Why did you
choose to lay on an event based
purely on inflatable SUPs? Do you
find more people buying iSUPs
through your shop or is it a mixed
bag?
Inflation Day: this is another great and well attended event. 2014 saw
over 60 inflatable boards at the waters edge for demo and we had 120
paddlers register on the day. Blue Chip embraced the inflatable
concept from when they were launched in the UK. For the last few
years we have been the largest iSUP supplier in the UK. Nothing
replaces experience driven knowledge and our customers really
appreciate the benefit of our experience with iSUP boards. We test
drive every model of iSUP that we are asked to retail and the only ones
that go onto our shelves are the ones that come up to our standards.
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Do you have any other events in the
pipeline?
Yep, but you will have to wait until next year to hear all about them.

Back
they
have
or is

to your club nights and how are
generally structured? Do you
a route in mind before the date
it a more relaxed affair?

We have a very relaxed theme to our paddles – adventure, social and rehydration. The guys call me ‘Route Master’, mainly because they rely
on me to pick the route, time and re-hydration stop.

Is there any stand up paddle training
available to Blue Chip SUPer Club
members and if so how do you run
these sessions?
The paddle training takes place mainly during the winter months at the
lake or on the River Wey. These paddles are in complete darkness so
you rely on the feel and sound of the paddle stroke which really helps.

How often does Blue Chip get to the
coast? Are any of your members into
surfing, for instance, or downwind
paddling?
Downwinding is something that we all are looking forward to but our
difficulty is to make a date in advance when the conditions will be
right. Having windsurfed for over 30 years and then on to SUP, it feels a
bit like going backwards. Downwinding must be great if you live close
to a suitable area, you can just go when the conditions kick in.

You can keep up to date with Blue Chip’s
SUPer Club by heading over to
www.facebook.com/bluechipsuperclub

As more and more stand up paddle
boarding clubs start up how do you see
the scene evolving in the UK? Do you
think we’re on the cusp of SUP being a
huge sport or will it remain low key?
That’s a difficult one to call. It all depends on how much effort is put
into the event scene. Nothing attracts people to SUP like SUP.

Can paddlers in the UK keep up with
overseas talent? Could clubs be a
way of nurturing those who show
promise and help prepare them for
international competition?
I think the UK SUP Clubs has made great strides, in just one year, into
developing a great national race scene along with encouraging new
racing talent in the UK.

How much of your own personal time
do you dedicate to the club and helping
to raise awareness of SUP in your area
(or further afield if applicable)?
You have to live SUP to be successful and to live it, you first have to
know it, understand it and then you can’t help but to love it. I have
been in the watersports industry since 1974 – I started Blue Chip Board
Store in 1980. In the late 80s and early 90s I organised some of the
largest customer windsurfing holidays ever culminating in 75
windsurfers and 1.5 tones of equipment flying out to Safaga for a great
trip. I started the Blue Chip SUPer Club in 2009 and now have over 375
paddlers on our notification list. We were the first UK SUP club to
paddle through Amsterdam. You asked how much of my personal time
do I dedicate. I would say about 100% or so?

Any final words regarding stand up
paddle clubs or UK SUP in general?
Keep paddling!
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The Blue Chip
SUP School
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The First ASI
accredited SUP School
in Europe for Flat Water
and Coastal Open Water
conditions.
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Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey

There is no substitute
for Knowledge,
Experience and Passion
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The Blue Chip
Board Store

Blue Chip has over 30
years of experience
driven knowledge, that's
why Blue Chip SUP
Store is the No1 SUP
Supplier in the UK.
Come and visit us at our
High Street Store, we
open at 07:30,
Blue Chip - more than
just an internet store
Blue Chip holds the
largest stocks of SUP
boards in the UK
We offer the best
package deals available.

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk <<<<<<<<<<<<

We are

UNITED
Dave White invites a group of young
Mancunians to paddle across the city of
Manchester using the regenerated canal
system. From Manchester United’s world
famous Old Trafford stadium
they SUP over to their ﬁerce
rivals, Premier League
Champions, Manchester City,
at their Etihad Stadium. A
journey that may be more rural
than you think.
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Story: Robert Carroll
Photos: Dave White
As SUP virgins, looking back, jeans and hoodies weren’t really the most
suitable clothing for a day on the water but we thoroughly enjoyed it
nonetheless, and managed to travel the length and breadth of Manchester...
Due to having zero hours experience between all six of us, we began the day
at Sale water park; a man-made lake and reserve just south of Manchester
city centre connected by the River Mersey. I made the mistake of checking
the history of the site the night prior to our session only to find that it’s a 40
year old, flooded gravel pit and is nearly 100ft deep in places! Needless to say
my nerves weren’t eased so I decided against telling the others!

Paddling our
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ith credit to us we learned
quickly, with the assistance of
Dave White who provided
constant support and advice throughout.
The first half an hour was spent getting
blown around the lake to Dave’s annoyance,
who had to pace the perimeter trying to
keep a track and get some humorous snaps.
Luckily only two of us felt the wrath of the
liquid all day and no spirits were dampened.
It did manage to give us excuses for a short
break though, which apart from these came
few and far between. (Those inflatables are
heavier than they look!)

W

After a short while we all became
accustomed to the boards and to our
surprise, muscle memory had already taken
control. The feeling was mutual… we were all
(just about) ready to split from the lake and
take on the river itself. I had initial concerns
about boarding on the river at all as our skill
sets were virtually non-existent and over the
years I’ve seen the river swell and travel at
some pace. Not exactly idyllic learning
conditions.

The rush of freedom

The first
swimmer!

It was only a short walk from the lake
though, so we slid down the steep
embankment and climbed in. It was great,
the rush of freedom you get when riding the
board is unrivalled. When I got the courage
to turn around to check everyone was
getting on ok, there were grins from front to
back. ‘’Why haven’t we done this before!?’’

someone shouted. We all live close by the
location, so it’s a regular haunt but
something wasn’t right. The perspective you
get from the water is so different. Better in
fact.
Once we learned how to balance and control
the boards somewhat, we soon realised how
steady and confidence inspiring they are.
The gasps a couple of the group let out
when Dave and I were blowing up the boards
didn’t return once people understood how
they differ from those orange rubber
dinghies you use as a child.
They differ altogether, they’re relatively fast,
especially when inflated to high pressures,
and we newbies had no problem climbing,
kneeling, sitting and standing on them
throughout the day. I would highly
recommend them to anyone searching for
an alternative to the traditional sit down
canoes and kayaks.
The van available only had room for four or
five boards so we had to deflate a couple
before continuing into Manchester itself.
This was a simple task – I’d guess they take
10 minutes to deflate and inflate altogether,
which is remarkable considering the size of
their final dimensions and the fact their
performance and specs follow closely
behind their solid siblings.
The weather was beginning to get brighter,
and warmer, to Amelia’s relief as she took
an unplanned dip just prior to leaving the
Mersey.

“Over the
years I’ve
seen the
river swell
and travel at
some pace.
Not exactly
idyllic learning
conditions”
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“‘Why
haven’t we
done this
before!?’
someone
shouted”.
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Second stop then was on to Old Trafford, the
home of Manchester United, but more
importantly the Bridgewater Canal, which
was our next entry point and key to the
city’s various waterways.
On arrival, we faced more novice challenges.
‘What if we meet a canal boat and can’t
move in time?’ ‘We can’t fall in here, its
filthy!’ – I can assure all those with similar
concerns that these posed no issues
whatsoever. We had learned enough to
ensure we could escape the oncoming boat
situation with ease and had memorised the

limits of both the boards and ourselves to be
fairly confident we wouldn’t fall in.
From this point on we met various different
people using the canal or working close by
and they were nothing but welcoming to
our boards and us. Don’t get me wrong, you
will get some strange stares and funny looks
paddling a brightly coloured surf-boardlooking-thing around the overgrown
shipping canals that were once home to
Manchester’s cotton and coal narrow boats
but I’d be shocked to hear that it didn’t
make their day.

The Bridgewater Canal
was built in 1761 to
transport the Duke of
Bridgewater's coal from his
mine at Worsley, it has a
special place in history as
the first canal that cut
across country rather than
following an existing river
course.
The canal is part of the
Cheshire Ring comprising
seven canals totalling 100
miles of lock free boating
and is a vital link for
cruising between the
southern and northern
national canal networks.
For more information see:
www.bridgewatercanal.co.uk
The Ashton Canal was also
built to supply coal from
Oldham and Ashton under
Lyne to Manchester in
1796.
The canal is also part of the
Cheshire Ring but unlike
the lock free Bridgewater,
the Ashton has 18 locks to
portage.
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The Bridgewater stretches all the way
through the industrial district in the west of
the city, past the three major train stations
and onto the Rochdale/Ashton canal split. It
was here that we decided to take the
easterly route to the Etihad Stadium, the
home of Manchester City. After all we had to
please all supporters within the group!
In the days following our SUP adventure I
searched for opportunities to continue and
develop our new found love for the sport and
was planning to enquire about SUP facilities
with the local water sports centre (Sale
Water Park) only to discover that Trafford

Council announced its closure at the end of
2013. This saddened us all greatly as this
was the prime water recreational centre in
south Manchester and would have really
aided us in furthering our skills.
I would love to promise that we would
establish a network of our own in the area
but unfortunately the lack of finance and
other commitments has already put an end
to this dream for now. So we remain hopeful
that an established group of enthusiasts will
read this and take action to ensure this
reserve isn’t left to the wildlife alone.

However, Dave White’s day was far from ﬁnished as he
travelled south from Manchester for a SUP tour of the
canals of Birmingham…
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INFLATABLE BOARDS

AIRSUP LIGHTSTRIPE

1 x 19cm Single Fin

2 x Soft Fins

9’8” x 32
x 4” 1/4”
9’8’’

10’2”x 32” x 4 1/4”

10’4”x 34” x 4 1/4”

10’4”x 34” x 6”

x 4 1/4’’

x 6’’

Inner city SUP –
The first sighting of an inner city stand up
paddle boarder for me was Midland SUP
pioneer Chris Kenyon, Chris regularly
paddled at Edgbaston Reservoir in
Birmingham and I believe he was one of the
first to venture into the city centre down
the canals.
At the time I was working as a windsurfing
instructor for Edgbaston Watersports youth
academy. Coming from a windsurfing
background I was a little doubtful about the
idea of stand up paddle boarding at first,
especially on windy days when I would come
flying past Chris battling into wind, sneering
and telling him he needed to get a sail.

Keith Wraight later went on to form Inland
SUP at Edgbaston Reservoir, a non profit
club offering taster sessions, BSUPA level 1
and SUP tours into Birmingham city centre
via the canals. As any Brummie will tell you
Birmingham has more miles of canals than
Venice, so when the opportunity arose I
took my first inner city SUP tour with Keith's
iSUP club.

Story: Tim Hadler Photos: Dave White

My opinion soon changed after Edgbaston
Watersports took delivery of some SUP boards
and we started using them with the
windsurfing youth academy on windless days.

The first thing that struck me is how
accessible SUP is, complete beginners can
be taught the basics, standing and paddling
in minutes. Anyone who has tried
windsurfing would agree it's difficult and
the learning curve is much steeper than
learning to SUP. I soon realised SUP was a
fantastic way to get people out on the water
and enjoying themselves!
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the tour guide
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“I do envy these
people with flexible
jobs, go to work or go
out on the water? I
know where I would be
most of the time!”

The following summer, I was in Boardwise
doing my usual routine of trying to blag Doug
Foden for discount on kit I was buying when
we started chatting SUP. Doug mentioned that
Dave White from RRD was interested in getting
some photos of inland SUP spots. The idea of
paddling into the city centre had come up and
did I know if it was possible or knew someone
that could act as guide? Yes and yes!
Dave White is a tricky guy to get a meeting
with, you only get a day’s notice as he is
usually between one of the many demo events
he runs throughout the year all across the UK.
However, knowing I would get the chance to
ride some new RRD demo boards I was more
than happy to act as guide.
The call came in and we agreed to meet early
afternoon the following day, looking forward to
the paddle I risked leaving work early only to
spend three hours waiting for Dave and the
Boardwise crew who where running late after
spending all day river SUPing - I do envy these
people with flexible jobs, go to work or go out
on the water? I know where I would be most of
the time!
Fast forward to this July, back in Boardwise
trying my luck for more discount, another
meet was pre-arranged and again the call
came in with a day’s notice, Dave White and
his toy box full of RRD SUP goodies could do
an evening between demo days.
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Route summary
The Birmingham Canal Main Line
was originally built by James
Brindley and was later updated by
Thomas Telford to bring goods in
and out of the heart of the
industrial revolution.
The route takes you through the
quiet back waters of old industry
into the hustle and bustle of
Brindley place down into Gas
Street basin and on to the Mailbox
right in the middle of Birmingham
city centre. The surrounding
buildings are rich in history and
paddling on the water provides
ideal views.
The return trip can take in Oozells
Street Loop containing Sherborne
Wharf, the location of upmarket
waterside apartments, and Rotten
Park loop, part of Brindley’s
original canal.

Time
Two to three hours at a steady pace
and depending on if you stop for a
drink halfway.

Parking / launch

Hitting the water on RRD and O'Shea inflatable
SUPs, a quick session on Edgbaston Reservoir
with Keith's inland SUP club and a few photos
later, we drove the short distance to the canal
launching point.

Rotten Park Road off the B4126
Icknield Port Road, long dead end
road with plenty of on street
parking and access to the canal at
the end. Fairly safe but as with
anywhere don't leave valuables on
show.

Turned out this summer provided much better
weather for photo opportunities, a great
evening for a paddle and a pint!

Launch from tow path, canal has
walled sides so easy to step on to
your board.
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Directions

Return paddle
Oozells Street Loop,
turn left under the
bridge after passing
Old Turn Junction (the
circular island with
the signpost).
Icknield Port Loop,
junction under bridge
just before launching
point, loop goes past
original canal
maintenance depot
and small rideable
weir.

Head right towards the city. First junction and bridge
on the right is Icknield Port Loop, if you still have the
energy you can paddle this loop on the way back.

Bad points
Water quality
Take a big board as
you really do not
want to go in the
water! Washing your
kit afterwards might
be advisable.

Passing through the Ladywood area of Birmingham
you will come to St Vincent Street Bridge, here the
canalside scenery changes from old industrial to the
newer waterside developments.
Sherborne Wharf will be the junction to your right as
you come under the bridge. Stay left on the main
canal passing the NIA and the Sealife centre until
you get to Old Turn Junction which has a small
circular island in the middle of the canal.

Be prepared for
pointing, heckling,
questions and having
your photo taken - it's
the city centre so
there will be lots of
people around.

Turn right signposted Worcester heading past
Brindley Place, the ICC and Symphony Hall.
Go under Broad Street Bridge leading into Gas Street
Basin.
From Gas Street Basin paddle through Worcester Bar
Lock which is a small narrow section of water.

Check events
the ICC and NIA
regularly hold big
events meaning
thousands of people
around the canals,
security can be tight
and the police might
not let you paddle
through.

The big modern building in front is the Cube, as you
come towards it there is a small mooring area to the
left. This is the Mailbox providing plenty of
restaurants and bars for halfway refreshments.

If you want a guided
tour with all the kit
provided or fancy a
paddle on the
reservoir contact
Keith at Edgbaston
Watersports.
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NEPTUNE SUPs
Paddleboard equipment

Hi, welcome to Neptune SUPs. Neptune was born this
year and came out of a need for great quality kit at low
prices. Based on the south coast we come from a
surfing, windsurfing basically anything water based
background and have seen SUPing grow over the last
few years. We have been buying kit and moaning
about how much it costs and decided to do something
about it (or as we like to say “opened a can of
worms”). So after discussing what’s important in a
SUP we decided there are three areas.

Our Pre-order boards prices are…

1. Quality of construction
Boards –
We use three layers of glass and bamboo veneer top
and bottom to get a strong board. Different sizes
available.

Paddles –
We use 3K Carbon with a PU core and signature
bamboo veneer blade.

2. Design –

Mach #1
Surf SUP £479

(Oh how vain we still are) we just wanted a classic
look and feel and we have got that.

3. Price –
For a board and paddle, we believe we are the best
value in the market.

Mach #1
Race/Cruiser board £799

We want to be innovators and work with like-minded
people, so if there is something that you are looking for
that you can’t find, ask us, as we make our own kit and
in most cases I’m sure we can help. We are currently
working on carry straps that turn into bum-bags,
waterproof speakers and the list goes on.
Our first batch of kit arrived in September and the
feedback we have received has been truly amazing with
more and more people joining the Neptune family. We
also have fantastic prices and deals for shops and
schools so don't delay – enquire today.
For more information or if you have any questions just
drop us a line at info@neptunesups.com or
Call Damian on 07914 591796

SPECIAL OFFER
Mach #1
All rounder £499

Buy a board and paddle together and
only pay £100 for the paddle
UK P&P £35.00

For our Paddle £149

www.neptunesups.com

GET OUT
AND RIDE

2015
STAND UP PADDLE
COLLECTION

JAVELIN
JAVELIN SERIES
SERIES

GLIDE
GLIDE SERIES
SERIES

HOKUA X32
X32 SERIES
SERIES
HOKUA

NALU
NALU SERIES
SERIES

HOKUA SERIES
SERIES
HOKUA

Kubus Sports UK - salesuk@kubus-sports.nl - T. +44 7748 186402

MANA
MANA SERIES
SERIES

ALANA SERIES
SERIES
ALANA

NaishStandUpPaddling

MANA
MANA SOFT
SOFT TOPS
TOPS ODYSSEUS
ODYSSEUS

AIR SERIES
SERIES
AIR

NAISHSUP.COM

Tractor pull –
Fanatic Falcon 14ft HRS
www.fanatic.com

If stand up paddle boards were tractors Fanatic’s 2015 Falcon
14ft HRS (30”) would be a John Deere – strong, long, solidly
built and extremely dependable. In fact let’s go so far as to coin
the phrase ‘SUP tractor’ right now – after all the Falcon is IT!
on getting up to full speed without worrying how
their sled is tracking. Moving around the deck does
help with upwind and downwind paddling while
railing an edge delivers efficient trim when
sweeping across chop and breeze.
Fanatic have been in the watersports
manufacturing game for years and
Sebastian Wenzel is a prolific shaper well
respected within the industry. Over
recent decades he’s been responsible
for knocking out super popular (and
competition winning) windsurfing
boards that can still be found on
UK beaches today. His expertise
now helps the Big F with their line
of stand up paddlers – from wave
to flat water, race to downwind,
the Falcon 14ft HRS is just
another example.

Sweeping off it sets a line and barely
deviates allowing the rider to concentrate

CONCLUSION
If you have the storage space and
mode of transport to accommodate a
14ft stick, that’s a great all round
stand up paddle board, then Fanatic’s
Falcon 14ft HRS could be your ideal
SUP partner. Able to straddle a variety
of paddling scenarios, it’s a tractor of a
SUP that’s dependable, rock solid and
a proper work horse. Those looking for
a slightly livelier ride would possibly
do better with the 27.5” model.
Price: £1348.99
For more details hit up
info@k-66.com
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Fanatic’s HRS construction, while
slightly heavier, is super tough and
highly recommended if your local area is
rocky or littered with obstacles. The carry
handle is ergonomically designed with an
internal lip that gives a better hold – this
is a big board and anything that makes
getting to the put in more pleasurable is
welcome. The deckpad is grippy and
comfortable and Fanatic’s Ferrari red livery
ensures it stands out from the crowd.
During our sessions there was an opportunity
to try the Falcon 14ft HRS in some small, weak
waves. It was surprising how good (and how
much fun) this was. If you’re confident setting a
rail, and sliding (right or left) down the line, it’s
actually a pretty nifty tool for these conditions.

b o a r d s

Stepping aboard the 14ft for the
first time its composed nature
shines through. Fantastic stability
that’s rock steady in even the
choppiest conditions is extremely
conducive to building confidence. If
you’ve never stood tall with a paddle
before the Falcon will certainly make
your journey a lot easier.

It’s possible to catch a few blowy runners but
the Falcon’s forte is chewing up miles with
as little or as much effort as the rider
dictates. After a while auto pilot engages
and before SUPers know it they’ll have
smashed some serious distance or be
back to their starting point.

s h e d : h a r d

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and it will be of
interest to SUPers
Email us: reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk
this issue
• Fanatic Falcon 14ft HRS
• Loco 12.6ft Tourer
• Fatstick Bamboo 12ft Tourer
• AHD Sealion 8.3ft
• Starboard Waterman Package
• Exocet Marlin 12.6ft
• Nah Skwell Fit 11ft
• Naish Glide Air 12ft
• Corran Thunder 12.6ft
• Red Paddle Ride 10.6ft
• O’Shea 10.2ft
• Kialoa Shaka Puu paddle
• Ainsworth carbon paddle
• Dirty Dog water jackets
• Planet Ocean accessories
• VestPac hydration pack
• Restube ﬂotation device
• Palm Equipment Kaituna rashie
• Dang sunnies
• Procella Clothing
• Leashlok waist leash
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gear

shed

All round SUP madness –
Loco 12.6ft Tourer

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

www.locosurfing.com

Having tested a number of Loco surf SUPs in the past, it
was with great intrigue that we laid hands on the brand’s
popular 12.6ft Tourer. Billed as an all round flat water
stand up paddle board, it would be interesting to see how
it would stand up against summer south coast chop.
At first glance it’s a svelte and fast looking
piece of kit. The pronounced deep vee
nose, designed to cut through water like
a hot knife through butter, leads to a
squared off tail – this Loco means
business. The wood veneer lends an air
of quality to proceedings and it was
screaming to get wet.

Price:
Price: £1099 inc bag
Further info :
contact info@locosup.com

Loco’s 12.6ft actually makes a
decent downwind board. For an allrounder it picks up rollers with ease
and as long as the rider remains
proactive there shouldn’t be too
many issues. Take off on a steep
section, hang right off the tail and
keep the bow from tripping, while
accurate trimming, left and right, will
keep the slide going.

A deep set handle ensures efficient and
balanced meanderings to the put in
before hopping on board. Straight away
the stability of the Loco 12.6ft comes to
the fore. The slightly concaved deck,
with super comfy non slip pad, lowers the
rider closer to the water – composed and
level sums up the launch.
Shuffling back and forth along the 12.6ft’s
centre line will either engage or lift the nose.
Buried deep, it pierces the brine with ease,
deflecting water along the nose spine. Shift
weight back and the glide still remains
impressive – so much so that it was begging to
ride some lumps.

It came as no surprise, considering Loco’s
wave pedigree, that the 12.6ft performs in
small swells. For such a flat water orientated
board it handles liquid walls with ease and,
while paddlers won’t necessarily smash a
roundhouse cutty, it’s perfect for summer
wave fun – if the rider can set a rail.
Back to flat water and touring missions are
sublime; the 12.6ft eating up miles like a hungry
horse. Care needs to be taken if negotiating rocky
coastlines, nooks and crannies – you don’t want to
ding your precious toy – but it’s perfect for exploring
all stretches of water.

CONCLUSION
With fantastic glide,
plus surprising
downwind and surf
performance, Loco’s
12.6ft Tourer is a good
all round stand up
paddle board. Check
out the brand’s 14ft
racer for increased
performance or their
surf line for full power
wave shreddage. For
most, the 12.6ft would
make a good oneboard-only quiver – or
partner it with
something surfier.
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Photo: Matt
Matt Parker
Parker
Photo:

Scan QR-code
to find Werner
produtcs online

www.wernerpaddles.com

Paddle-Boarding (SUP)
& Lifestyle company
offering adventures
and exploration
throughout
Scotland
Start your adventure
explore@wildernesssup.co

0131 208 1154
www.wildernesssup.co

Check out our #paddleadventures at
https://vimeo.com/wildernesssup

European Distribution by System X

www.systemxeurope.com

Give me wood –
Fatstick Bamboo Tourer 12ft
In rough conditions the Fatstick’s
composure is guaranteed with
plenty of stability to inspire
confidence. Generous 30” width
also forgives dodgy footwork and
allows time for riders to correct
mistakes.

Touring SUPs are the ‘all terrain’ boards of the stand up
paddling world – designed for versatility and various
water states and conditions. Performance, yes, but
more applicable to those who want a board that’ll
take them everywhere and cope with the majority
rather than specifics.

Further info :
www.fatstick.co.uk or call
07791 076537.
Prices: £799

The most surprising aspect of the
Fatstick 12ft was when pointed
downwind and sent off on a few
runners. It’s always good to mix
things up and see just what kit can do
– in a downwind scenario the Bamboo
Tourer performed well. Gliding true it
picks up bumps and as long as you sit
right on the tail, to prevent pearling, it
slides along efficiently.

Fatstick’s new range of stand up boards
include their 12ft Bamboo Tourer.
Minimalist wooden veneer good looks
and ample thickness under foot suggest
a mellow cruisey ride. The nose is
rounded down to help with
aerodynamics and deflect air up off the
bow. A thinned out tail gives the FS a
degree of looseness relative to its size.

Small wavelets are doable, although the
thickness of the FS means setting a rail
can be tricky, whereas flat water sessions
are bliss – the 12ft cutting through glassy
conditions effortlessly.

Pushing through chop is an efficient
process with the board’s sweet spot slightly
further back than you’d imagine to keep the
nose from diving. Tracking is pretty good
although it’s a fine line between not burying
the bow and causing too much drag from tail
hanging.

CONCLUSION
Fatstick’s new line of SUPs, including
their 12ft Bamboo Tourer, continue to
service paddlers with affordability in
mind – plenty of bang for your buck
gives punters a well finished quality
product. The 12ft is ideal for those
who mainly SUP on flat or sheltered
water, yet in complete contrast also
makes for a good introductory
moderate downwind board.
Price: £799
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www.supdirect.co.uk
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www.ahd-boards.com

At 8.3ft in length it’s relatively
compact with 135L of volume and
29.5” width. From a traditional SUP
point of view that’s a small board (for
many), whereas in windy rig terms it’s
about middle of the spectrum – riders
up to 85kg should have no trouble.
Attaching your sail is easy enough
but care should be taken if using it in
an area with real shore break.
(Carrying using the overhead
Hawaiian method shown on the very useful ‘How to
Sealion’ video www.sealion.ahd-boards.com/how-tosealion will help). You’ll need to be well clear of any
wave action when attaching your rig, otherwise it
could be ding central as the shore dump chucks your
kit on the beach.

Further info :
For more info pop over to
www.ahd-boards.com and
www.kaisports.co.uk as
well as all the AHD Sealion
videos on YouTube and
Vimeo. Email
info@kaisports.co.uk and
naishuk2@aol.com or call
Jon on 02380 840777.
Price : £999 inc. twin
fins

CONCLUSION
AHD’s Sealion series is all about versatility
and maximising your time on the brine. The
8.3ft is a multi-purpose Swiss Army windSUP
that we feel is best suited to middleweights
(70-85kg) looking for maximum bang for
their buck. Applicable for flat water (SUP and
wind), its true calling is small to medium size
mushy waves – the Sealion 8.3ft simply
screams fun! Bigger boned individuals should
check out AHD’s 150L Sealion XL or the full
EVA deck Summerboard version (which is
great for all round family use). Lighter riders
should aim for AHD’s 115L Sealion Pro, or
even the 90L Seal.
(If you’re still unsure about windSUP then
check out our feature on page 38).
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The 8.3ft’s forte really is about making
the most of slack mushy swells. When
it’s too windy to paddle, yet not breezy
enough for your small windsurf kit (and
you’re not into SUP downwinding),
reach for the Sealion 8.3ft. The
sensation of wave riding without
footstraps is refreshing and the 8.3ft
prowls the break efficiently, leaving
you to focus on having fun. Being
uncluttered, the deck is a joy to move
around.
In SUP mode the Sealion feels fairly
stable (with adequate skills and
experience) and gives a high ride –
due mainly to its thickness. While not
a red line speed needle, it
nevertheless tracks well and copes
with chop admirably. If being used in
waves you’ll need to give it some
oomph during turns, but once you adapt, you can
really get some spray flying, otherwise it’s a
comfortable and playful cruise down the line on
mellow swells. The extra length and thinner rails
enhance the balance, grip and glide when compared
to the Classic 7.6ft. That said, the still generous
volume in the nose allows fun rebounds off white
water.

b o a r d s

Once sailing it’s a relatively stable beast that tracks
well upwind – twin fins providing decent lateral
resistance. While not the widest of boards, it’s possible

to throw in a few old school light wind windsurf
freestyle moves – less than accurate foot
placement will see riders in the drink
though.

s h e d : h a r d

AHD’s Sealion 8.3ft is an unusual looking piece of kit – the
huge swallow tail and stumpy outline does confuse
many. AHD have come up with a unique shape, that’s
for sure, with emphasis placed firmly on windSUP
shenanigans. Of course, the 8.3ft can also be
paddled in stand up mode, but contrasting to many
other windSUP designs, it’s a twin fin sail powered
craft first.

kg ie t a r

Swiss Army (wind) SUP –
AHD Sealion 8.3ft

In the least amount of wind (6-8 knots),
you can rig the sail, connect to the board
and off you pop. Attach the central fin
for improved upwind performance and
cruise the coast. Swap out for the more
swept back skeg and the board
loosens up, displaying a livelier nature
fine for small wave sliding. Had
enough of pottering? Mix it up with
some old school sail flicking or why not
teach someone a new sport – all
perfectly applicable with the Waterman
Package. The rig itself is easy to
assemble with minimal understanding
of tuning needed to get wet. Simply
sheath the sail, attach the boom,
connect to the board and get gone.

Give it to me two times –
Starboard Waterman Package

kg ie t a r
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www.tushingham.com/sup/

WindSUP, as we’ve already discussed in our feature
elsewhere in this issue, can mean many different
things. For some, it’s the ability to catch waves and
ride them in the lightest of airs. For others, it’s
simply cruising in the sun, a family beach toy, a
great tool for learning multi activities or a way of
getting two disciplines for the price of one. Having
the ability to paddle or sail is double bubble for ALL
users, especially in times when green is scarce and
a return on investment is crucial.

Further info :
sup@tushingham.com
Prices:
Electric Blue - £1399
ASAP - £849

Starboard’s Waterman Package has its feet
planted firmly in the recreational cruising
camp – the type of windsurfing that caused
the sport to explode in the 80s and the
paddling we all still do. Comprised of the brand’s
12.2ft Freeride SUP, windSUP 5.5m sail and Enduro
Tiki Tech adjustable paddle, it’s a whole bundle of multi
discipline fun.
Anyone plumping for the Waterman Package will get all
the bits ‘n’ bobs they need to get on the water, including
fins and rig components – faffing around buying all the
peripheral ‘stuff’ isn’t required. As usual, Starboard’s
level of detailing, finishing and manufacturing prowess
shines through in all areas of their product. It’s available
in either Electric Blue (the one we tested) or ASAP (more
cost effective and durable) constructions.

The Starboard cuts through the brine
with ease and is a stable and confidence
inspiring platform with comfortable
feet-friendly decking under foot. Switch
from sail to paddle power and what was
once a windy craft is now an efficient
stand up paddling machine. Moving
around the deck gives better trim – forwards
is better heading into chop and towards the
tail for a looser, more manoeuvrable
experience. The Freeride hull is an efficient flat
water design, taking elements from Starboard’s comp
winning race line and is as great a paddler as you’d
expect. The Tiki Tech paddle is versatile and great for
SUP beginnings.
Starboard’s Waterman Package fits a niche that will
appeal to water users looking for maximum time afloat.
Of course there are those who want to eke out
maximum performance in waves and purists never to
be convinced by windSUP. But for sheer ‘just getting on
the water and having fun’, the Waterman Package is
hard to beat.

CONCLUSION
Affordable multi activity bit of
kit manufactured by a
premium brand at a
competitive price. Effective
light wind cruising in windSUP
mode with the ability to get all
the family having fun
regardless of wind strength and
water state. Teach beginners to
windsurf or simply get them
swinging a blade. Head off on
coastal exploratory missions or
meander across your local
pond. Starboard’s Waterman
package is a great toy for those
who want maximum bang for
their buck, time on the water
and fun – whatever the
conditions.
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Comfortably coastal –
Exocet Marlin 12.6ft
www.exocet-original.com

Exocet may be a new name to many, within
UK SUP, but they’ve a long standing in other
areas watersports and produce quality kit –
the Marlin no different.

Further info :
For more info head over to
www.exocetoriginal.com/sup.php

Vibrant fluro yellow livery ensures the Exocet
positively glows when on the water while the
ergonomically designed handle gives a
comfortable grip for getting to your chosen
put in. Moderate weight gives the Marlin a
planted feel and a little bit of
experimentation will be needed to find the
board’s sweet spot during paddle strokes.

Price: 1390 Euros

On flat water the Exocet cruises around
efficiently; the bow riding quite high rather
cutting through. The board’s shoulders are quite
thick and create a slight roll from side to side but
once this is gotten used to it’s a relatively stable ride.

Exocet’s Marlin is a
good flat water stick
for coastal paddlers
who like a lively ride.
While not the fastest
SUP on the market its
manoeuvrability and
responsive nature,
across bumpy water,
will keep
intermediates and
advanced paddlers
more than interested.
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Huffing downwind is where the Marlin’s
fun factor ramps up. While not a specific
‘runner’ machine it’s a lively ride and a
responsive sled when gliding on a roller.
Hanging off the swallow tail, the Marlin
feels quite surfy in nature and coastal
paddlers will love its manoeuvrability. To test
this further we swapped out the stock Exocet
fin with something more responsive. Low and
behold the turny nature of the Marlin increased
which would give advanced paddlers something to
focus on.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION

Heading into open water, and a bit of
breeze, the high riding nose comes
into play again as it floats over chop.
Railing the board over steeper troughs
was the best course of action to avoid
‘slapping’ as those thick shoulders
project off the back of swells.

s h e d : h a r d

Exocet’s Marlin 12.6ft is a unique looking beast when laid on
the shingle. With its sloping hollowed out deck, thick
bulbous nose and noteworthy swallow tail it certainly pricks
the interest. Billed as an all round sled we were keen to see
just how it performed in a variety of conditions –
especially as the UK importer had hinted at its
downwind capabilities.
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Fit to burst! –
Nah Skwell Fit 11ft
Making the ultimate crossover board, one that
straddles disciplines and performs in each area
equally well, is the Holy Grail of design; it’s also
something that’s unachievable. Instead we have
compromises – good ones – but compromises
nonetheless.

well through the brine, setting a line
with ease and rarely deviating – even if
paddle strokes are less than efficient.
Unsurprisingly, the glide isn’t quite as
good as the 12.6ft Nah Skwell model I
have been testing at the same time,
(although common to the brand’s
theme, it’s still remarkably good). This
really is a minor point when compared
to Fit’s other performance attributes.

Great SUPs are usually hailed as such for
being multi-faceted and suitable for a
broad spectrum of users. Nah Skwell
seem to have cracked this with their Fit
model. Having tested a number of the
brand’s sticks previously, it was a
revelation to come across this shape.

Prices: £1049 for OSSE
Full Wood Sandwich

At 11ft, 30.8” wide and looking like a
standard flat water board, there’s a chance
you might dismiss the Fit. Yet if you’re (in
particular we feel) a coastal paddler who
mixes up their SUP time between flat water,
moderately choppy downwind runs, fitness
paddling and small waves, then this is a board
to jump on. My interest was really pricked when
scoping out the tail rocker. The Fit looks like an
oversized surfboard – would this theory be proved
wrong?

construction, supplied with
well raked 27cm US box
Glass Fin

On flat water the Fit is super composed with an easy
going nature. Even in breezy conditions you have to run
off it to fall off unless you’re a total newbie. It tracks

Further info: For more
info on the Fit pop over to
www.nahskwell-sup.com/
and www.kaisports.co.uk/
Email info@kaisports.co.uk
and naishuk2@aol.com or
call Jon on 02380 840777.

Downwind runs were super fun – the Fit’s
composure coming to the fore and
forgiving inaccurate footwork. Superior
stability allows you to focus on paddling
for runners and not your balance. It’s also
relatively easy, due to the tail rocker and
nose shape, to keep the bow from burying
during rides.
The real revelation was in waves. I had a
feeling the Fit would perform, and on a few
occasions the conditions allowed me to be
proved right. Taking off on slower walls is a joy,
the Fit’s rail setting easily and helping slingshot
the rider into position. Chucking in a few arcing
turns is doable as the board’s persona changes from
obedient old faithful (on the flat) to hot dogging slider
in juice. Obviously there’s a point where your standard
surf SUP will have to take over, but for the majority of
paddlers’ small surf exploits the Fit works well.

CONCLUSION
Nah Skwell’s Fit is a superb blend
of all round recreational
performance. Happy on flat water
paddling missions or in small
waves, it’s a super fun stick that
stand up riders of all levels will
love. Partner it with a more
hardcore SUP and you’ll have
yourself a toy box ready to take
on all conditions.
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THE FiT PACKAGE

The Nah Skwell FiT 11’ is a practical friendly solution for Cruising, Fitness, and
Downwind, in a compact design. With the X-Paddle Cruise ‘Snap Lock’ Adjustable SUP
paddle making a perfect partner. The package is completed with 10ft, Kai Sports Pro
8mm coiled flat water leash, which features a prominent release tag and Key/Coin
pocket in comfortable cuff. Packages price £1099.00

SCOW 12'6 RACE SUP BOARD

Faster than you can believe, more comfortable than you can imagine, lighter and
cheaper than you thought possible! Looks can be deceiving. More performance and
comfort for every level of rider. Inspired by Scow yachts, drawbacks associated with
traditional bow shapes are eliminated. Price £1199.00
Available from Kai Sports and participating Nah Skwell retailers
For more details/stockists contact Kai Sports on 023 8084 0777
http://www.kaisports.co.uk ● info@kaisports.co.uk

Fitness series

Scow 12'6 Race

Gliding along –
Naish Glide Air 12ft
We bought the Glide because we were looking for a
large volume board suitable for heavier riders on river
trips – or for expeditions where equipment needs to
be carried. We have been using Naish One boards for
a few years and they are one of our favourite air
boards. Their drawback is that for heavier paddlers
(over 80kg) and nervous beginners they can be
unstable.

Further info:
Kubus Sports UK
sales@kubus-sports.nl
Tel: 07748 186402
Prices: £1175

The pump is good. At last air board
manufacturers have started producing
thinner pumps, which make pumping to
high pressure easy. We have been asking
for these for years and had become
increasingly annoyed with the ineffective
pumps supplied with almost all brands. We
were able to easily take the board to 17psi,
which is slightly above the recommended
pressure – a small thing but this makes
owning and using an air board more practical.
On water the Glide was very stable with lighter
paddlers. At 30” wide the Naish One offers good
stability but for a nervous or heavier beginner,
the extra four inches of width the Glide offers
dramatically increased stability. Our heaviest
tester was well over 100kg and he found the
board slightly less stable but still OK to paddle.

It’s an important consideration for us as we
often introduce people to SUP on the Thames
and canals where they prefer to stay out of
the water if possible. We have been looking
for a few larger volume, stable boards to add
to the Active360 coaching fleet.
The first thing I noticed was how light this
board is for its size. At just over 11kg it’s easy to
move around both in the bag and out. It comes
with a large carry pack, which is upgraded from
the earlier Air carry bags, it’s a strong looking bag
which looks like it will last and is comfortable for
carrying distances.
We like the colours and particularly the practical grey
deck strips which will not show muddy footprints. For
years we have been telling manufacturers that white
decks just look really bad after a few weeks of urban /
river use.

The Thames can get choppy with wind against
tide and wash from commercial boats so the
stability is welcome. This comes at a cost as this is
obviously not a fast board, however, it’s 12’ long and
is therefore faster than the shorter wide boards
available. It turns well and is generally fun to paddle as
are most of the latest generation of top quality air
boards.
Paul Hyman
Active360

CONCLUSION
Handling is good and we look
forward to taking this board on
an expedition in future, we’ll just
have to start planning another
Greenland trip. Meanwhile we
will soon be giving it a more
thorough testing at home on the
choppy days of the Thames and a
few coastal trips.
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corransup.com

Corran SUP maybe be an (as yet) unfamiliar name
to UK stand ups but with a large global following
and a paddle sports pedigree stretching back to
the 80s it’s a company we were keen to check out.

Price: £1199

High performance inflatables used to lag
way behind that of their hard shell siblings.
These days, however, the margin is much
smaller. Corran’s Thunder has bags of R&D
inbuilt – the glaringly obvious being its tubular
exo-skeleton that threads through a series of webbing
loops across the deck. Giving extra rigidity it was
something we were keen to investigate.
Another quirky feature is the articulating fin. Bolting
onto the tail, rather than attaching via more familiar
box system, it’s a skeg that raises as the paddler
sweeps across shallows, snapping back into place
once back in deeper water.
Inflating the Corran Thunder is standard procedure.
Inserting the tent pole like exo-skeleton is a bit of
faff. Getting the rods through the webbing loops is
tricky although we’re informed by the importer this is
being rectified for the next batch. Having inserted the

CONCLUSION
A super efficient board for flat
water and coastal venues with
moderate chop. Upwind and
downwind glide is superb – the
Thunder’s nose floating above
ripples. Once you’ve got the hang
of assembling the exo-skeleton
and fin system the Corran 12.6ft
is as much flat water SUP fun as
you can muster.

At 30” wide the Thunder offers a
relatively stable ride on flat water but all
sweepers will benefit from proactivity on
deck depending on conditions. Moving
around will ensure the best trim for the
water state on offer during each session.
The exo-skeleton certainly seems to do the
trick. Many iSUPs suffer from slapping as you
ride over chop and into wind – the Corran
seems to float effortlessly over wavelets, the
tubes pulling the nose into an elevated position
giving a feeling of levitation.
Upwind and downwind, if there’s any breeze puffing,
is pure gliding fun – the Thunder tracks and slides
along efficiently. The only chink was when paddling
across wind – chop would buffet the Thunder and
dramatically increase the board’s weaving to and fro.
More concentration and correctional strokes from the
rider were therefore needed to stay on course.
The Thunder’s glide is impressive, picking up even the
smallest runners with ease, and top speed on silky
smooth water was delightful. It’s also worth noting
the Thunder benefits from accurate edging –
something unusual for an inflatable. It’s possible to
stay stroking on one side with efficient rail trim;
another sign of the brand’s kayaking heritage, but
one which newbies will struggle with at first.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Further info contact :
sune@boardpunx.com

The brand is owned by ex-world
champion kayaker Corran Addison, who
held the record for largest waterfall huck
(drop) for over a decade. It’ll come as no
surprise Corran’s Thunder 12.6ft exhibits
traits born from years of paddling expertise.

rods you’ll need to screw on the fin which
is simple enough with a large cross head
screw driver. Then it’s to the put in.

kg ie t a r

Thunder road –
Corran Thunder 12.6ft

I tested the 10.6ft Ride out on a
river and also a lake and it
performed and tracked very well
and is great for a whole bunch of
paddlers looking to get wet.

Two sides to every story –
Red Paddle Co 10.6ft Ride

Mark Clark
(mbctechnical.com)

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

redpaddleco.com

Jason Matison
(isupreview.com)
Further info :
www.redpaddleco.com/blog
/board/106″-ride/
Price: £679

Firstly I have to admit that I had so
much fun out on this inflatable
paddleboard. If you have kids, or are a
one yourself and like jumping off
things, this is the board! If you like
Yoga and head stands, this board
makes you not worry about falling.
When the wind is light it glides just as
good as a solid and when it comes to
inland waterways and rivers it’s
perfect.

Red Paddle Co has been in the
inflatable stand up paddle board
game since 2008. They've had plenty
of time to perfect their craft. The first
thing I thought when the Red Paddle
Co 10.6ft Ride arrived was first-class.
I couldn’t wait to try this board,
especially after hearing that it’s the
single most popular inflatable SUP
board in the world. The board comes in
an extremely durable and well designed
luggage bag with wheels. It also can be
used as a backpack and it comes with a
compact high pressure pump.
I knew based on my limited research that the
board would be easy to inflate, but really had no idea
it would be THAT easy. Inflating the board took me
less than four minutes – I don't ever recall inflating a
board to 15-25psi and it being that quick. Once
inflated the board is extremely durable and rigid. I
think having a board that's 32” in width makes a huge
difference. The weight limit on this board is 225, so if
you're pushing that, I would recommend checking
out the Red Paddle Co 10.8ft Mega.
All three fins are attached to the board. If you have
ever lost a center fin, like I have, this is a nice feature.
It’s also worth noting, Red Paddle Co has had zero
warranty requests on a fin since they started using
this system.
Red Paddle Co uses what they call ‘TechAir’
technology, which ensures the best build quality.
When you roll up the iSUP you can tell by the way it
feels there's a lot going on inside of the board.

When we tested it there was a small
but well formed wave and it was good
fun too. The ride is stable but you do feel
slightly up higher out of the water. It is
4.7” thick, although this is the same as hard
boards in the same size. It feels like any other
32” wide SUP – a nice blend of stability and liveliness.
A complete beginner could get on with it, after a little
finding of your feet, but you have to fall in a bit, that’s
part of the game…
The obvious benefit is the storage space – it fits into a
boot of a car or on a plane with ease (excess baggage
would be payable).
This is THE original inflatable paddle board. This size
is a classic for every type of person, whether it’s kids
having fun, a lightweight person doing Yoga or a 90kg
guy playing in waves. (Try the longer Explorer or Race
for even higher performance).
It glides really well (when not windy), it’s bomb proof,
it fits in the boot of your car and has very shallow
draft (small fins) which is great for exploring rivers.
Best suited to under 10 knots of wind for anyone
wanting to go play on the water and/or travel with kit.

CONCLUSION
A great all round inflatable SUP
that crosses multiple paddling
disciplines with ease. Stand up
paddle boarding is all about fun
and the Red Paddle Co 10.6ft
delivers that in spades!
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Blow ‘n’ go! –
O’Shea 10.2ft inﬂatable

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

www.osheasurf.com

Inflatable stand up paddle boards are going big guns in
the UK and O’Shea’s 10.2ft is one of the newer
models making waves. O’Shea is a home grown
company producing a range of inflatable stand up
paddle boards that are great for newcomers. The
brand’s higher end gear would be applicable
once basic SUP skills have been acquired.

Price: £659 including
pump, paddle and bag.

peddle to the metal the O’Shea
does track well, even when
conditions aren’t ideal.
The real magic of this board
is during manoeuvres. I
expected the composed
nature to remain as I stepped
back onto the tail. To my
surprise and satisfaction I was
rewarded with a super quick and
efficient pivot turn, which almost
caught me off balance. I needn’t have
worried, however, as the board’s
superior stability plays its part and
keeps the rider upright and dry. Next
time I was ready and enjoyed some super
fun SUP freestyle – spins, 360s and general
tomfoolery are sure to plant a mile wide
smile on rider’s chops.

When I first clapped eyes on the
10.2ft I immediately thought:
‘similar to other models’ – yet this
couldn’t be further from the truth.
Once inflated the plan shape of the
O’Shea becomes apparent – pulled
in nose/tail and wide (32”) deck area
suggest a stable and composed ride.
A unique shape it’s had a large chunk
of R&D worked in – something that
brand owner, Farrel O’Shea, is
understandably proud of.
Out on the water it has a distinct feel rather than the
perceived standard inflatable paddling performance.
From a confidence building point of view the 10.2ft is
ideal – forgiving unrefined foot placement and
allowing the development of correct paddle
technique. It’s a great blow up tutor.
As to be expected there’s a degree of slap if you’re
ploughing through chop; mainly caused by the
spongy deck and rounded nose. If the wind is blowing
riders will need to dig deep to not stall. Keeping

There’s no better way of testing the surf potential of a
stick than trying to catch tiny gutless wind swell – I
was keen to get the O’Shea stuck into the ripples
lapping over the Hayling sand bank. With a few
powerful strokes it was possible to drop in to some
midget walls. The board’s manoeuvrability shone
through once again – even on lacklustre waves you
could actually turn and get the feeling of riding swell.
Heading back to the beach was all smiles and stoke –
something that all beginners, intermediates and
advanced riders are searching for.

CONCLUSION
O’Shea’s 10.2ft is a surprising
beast in many ways. Its
fantastic stability belies the
fact that it’s a great board to
throw about, having stepped
back onto the tail. Great for
tutoring intermediates in the
ways of SUP it also handles
small surf well. It’s no wonder
this is O’Shea’s bestselling
inflatable model; with its ease
of use and bag loads of
performance to unlock all stand
up paddlers will float back to
the beach happy as Larry.
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Prefer the paper version?
SUP Mag UK is your one stop shop for all things stand up paddle related from our green
and pleasant land. Awesome travel features, spotlight focus interviews, with the stars of
the sport, grass roots level reports, gear reviews and everything else in between and it’s
available in print. Printed on top quality matt paper with thick laminated covers - it’s
top notch!
To subscribe to a printed copy visit: www.standuppaddlemag.co.uk/subscribe.html
The printed paper copy costs £5.99 inc P&P for
a single issue or £16.99 inc P&P for a
subscription of three magazines.
Due to demand, next year there will be four
issues starting in February 2015. Please check
the website for details and yearly subscription
rate.
If you have any queries please
call: 01480 465081
Email: subs@thepaddler.co.uk

SUP Instructor / Coach
Round Island SUP Retreat 11th - 14th September
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Need more SUP?
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Check out the October issue of The Paddler ezine
featuring SUP winter retreat in Australia, SUPing the
DUSI Marathon by Corran Addison, Kenyan coastal
SUP by Craig Rogers, interview with Jim Terrell of
Quick Blade Paddles and much more plus kayaking and
canoeing… October 2nd
Check the August issue at: http://joom.ag/5S3b
t o

a d v e r t i s e

c a l l

0 1 4 8 0

- 4 Day SUP adventure
- Exclusive use of private island
- Full board in modern cottages
- Coaching from Sam Ross
- River trips, coastal paddling, downwinders, harbour tours
- Catering from professional chef
- SUPfit sessions

4 6 5 0 8 1

Coaching app with technique
Professional Instructor
videos, news and courses
Training
For more information head to:
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Shaka time! –
Kialoa Shaka Puu paddle

Efficiency and grunt –
Ainsworth carbon paddle

w w w. s e a s p r i t e s p o r t s . c o m

www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk

It’s widely promoted in SUP that your paddle makes a world of
difference to overall enjoyment, the experiences you have and how
much performance (if this is what you’re after) you can wring out on
the water. Having a tip top sled is one thing, but your ‘engine’ is
what makes or breaks your session. Kialoa are one of the stalwart
boutique paddle brands (in the UK), offering a range of sticks that
are superior in quality, well priced but most importantly super
efficient and performance orientated.

We checked out one of Ainsworth’s fibreglass paddles last issue so we
thought it only right to have a squizz at the brand’s top carbon pole.
Ainsworth are a pure paddling company with kayaking experience
stretching way back. To boot, they’re also home grown and have their
finger firmly on the blade wielding pulse.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : p a d d l e s

The brand’s Shaka Puu (Mel Puu signature series) is right up there with
the best. Lightweight, stiff with an ergonomically tapered oval shaft,
this is a serious tool that will benefit everyone from newcomer to full
on podium finishing pro.
From catch to recovery Kialoa paddles are a joy to use, delivering full
power speed – great for racing – or swift and flicky surf transitions but
equally at home cruising around on flat water.
Dave Chun, Kialoa’s head shaper, has a wealth of paddle making
experience behind him – something you can tell when you hold one of
these weapons in your hand. Straddling dragon boat, outrigger and
stand up paddle, he certainly knows a thing or two about shaping and
designing paddles for those who demand the best.

Ainsworth’s carbon weapon is a striking beast with narrow blade scoop
and high end materials in the mix. It’s light and balanced in the hands
and looks mean ‘n’ keen. Stiff pretty much summed up the fibreglass
version and this carbon edition continues that theme. From catch to
release, you’ll be red lining with maximum propulsion. It’s a full on
piece of SUP kit designed for efficiency and no pussy footing around!
The Ainsworth feel is extremely defined, sharp and promotes an
adrenalized sensation. It challenges you to
stroke faster and get to that
mark first – the narrow
shoulders of the blade
fitting snuggly against the
rails of your board ensures
efficiency.

We love the Shaka Puu as it offers the best crossover performance
between disciplines. Flat water, waves or racing, it’s a bit of SUP gear
that excels. This isn’t to say that other Kialoa blades perform any less –
in fact quite the opposite. Personal preference will play the biggest role
in which model you ultimately plump for.

It’s no slouch in surf either.
Swift changes are smooth
and deliver maximum
oomph as you drop in. Off
the tops are snappy with
shaft stiffness translating
into full power whip. The
paddle’s enhanced grunt
helps riders navigate round
sections and get out of dicey
situations quick smart.

CONCLUSION

CONCLUSION

Paddles are the single most distinguishing
feature of SUP and investing in the best you
can afford is worthy advice. Kialoa make
beautiful high performance paddles across all
spectrums of the market. The Shaka Puu is
quality, stiff and an awesome piece of kit that
fits a variety of SUP scenarios.

Ainsworth are a brand producing
paddles with a defined feel. Not all
SUPers will love their super stiff
nature but you can’t deny the
efficiency and pinpoint accuracy. Great
in waves or race/downwind
environments, the Ainsworth is a pure
performance SUP sweeper.

In the last issue we reviewed the brand’s innovative quick release entry
level spoon. While not as ’gadgety’, the Shaka Puu’s strength lies in its
high end versatility, quality craftsmanship and efficiency through the
brine.

Price: £325
For more info on Kialoa contact Seasprite
Sports 01903 778828. Dealer enquiries
welcome.

Price: £199
Head over to
www.ainsworthpaddles.co.uk/stand-uppaddles-11-c.asp for more Ainsworth details
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Est: 2004

Start Your ActionVan
Adventure Today!
ActionVan design & build bespoke CamperVan conversions for
outdoor enthusiasts. Check out our fantastic facilities on the Hamble.

7ORKSHOP s 350 #LUB s 3CHOOL  3TORE
01489 588 327 s info@actionvanBIZ s actionvanBIZ
ActionVan 9, Eastlands Boat Yard, Coal Park Lane, Swanwick, Hants. SO31 7GW

11’x 33”
Top33”
SUP
10’4”x 33” Soft11’x
10’4”x
33” Soft Top SUP
Top SUP
10’6”x 34” Soft
iSUP 34” Soft Top SUP
12’ 6” x 30" 10’6”x
iSUP
12’iSUP
6” x 30"
iSUP

All shapes by
All shapes by

Stand Up Paddle Board Hire on
the Upper Thames
Dave - 07517 955 552
Email - Wavecloud@me.com

Rent-A-SUP.co.uk
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Accessorise yaself! –
Planet Ocean accessories

www.dirtydog.com

www.planetoceanuk.co.uk

Eyewear suitable for going afloat has been around for what seems like
ages. The main issue with these type of specs is their style – or lack
there off. Dirty Dog are bucking that trend with a range of cool wrap
arounds that look the mutts nuts and perform to boot.

It’s one thing to have your stand up paddle gear (board, paddle, leash
and fins) all sorted but what about the rest of your SUP world? As we all
know, stand up paddling is a lifestyle to be grasped with both hands.
It’s not merely good enough to hit the H2O for a session and then head
back to daily grind; we want our threads, our kicks, our wagons, in fact
every part of our life to reflect the sport we love.

Dirty Dog water jackets are perfect for those into racing, distance,
downwind, fishing or general recreational paddling. Being in such an
elevated position we as paddlers are completely at the mercy of
reflective UV as it bounces off the surface of the water. Having a
specific pair of sunnies to fend off this attack is vital for the longevity
of our sight and improved paddling experience.
Dirty Dog produce a range of suitable specs that all come with
adjustable head bands – easily removable and adjustable elastic is
both comfortable and practical. Uber stylish good looks mean a pair of
these babies are not only suitable for on the water, they’re also apt for
lounging at the beach or general day to day wear.
Testing the Dirty Dogs in a range of SUP environments we were
completely confident with how securely they attach to your bonce.
Although we never tried them in smacking surf, small to moderate
waves were fine without fear of them dropping in the drink.

CONCLUSION
Well manufactured in lightweight materials with coated polarised
lenses for super clarity, Dirty Dog’s sea specs range is extensive,
stylish and completely apt for stand up paddlers. We’d recommend
them in all but the heaviest of surf environments as they’ll help
protect your eyes from harmful UV and give you a more comfortable
paddling experience when the sun’s got his hat on. They’re also
great for prescription lenses – speak to your optician for further
details.
Price: Individual prices on website

Planet Ocean are a company who believe in the salty way and produce
a range of goodies to keep those SUP fires stoked when you’re not out
sweeping. Their range of stylish backpacks, quality wallets, funky
watches, clothing and functional sunnies will help make your sweeping
times all the more enjoyable. Who doesn’t want to look like a surf god
these days?
In particular their backpacks have been extremely useful as a place to
stash spare leashes, wax and towels when at the beach. We’ve also used
them to hide away our Planet Ocean wallets while out for a float. And
it’s nice to be rocking clobber that isn’t the usual big brand bling.
Racers will appreciate the high spec shades to keep the sun’s glare at
bay, while Planet Ocean watches are waterproof, durable and ensure
you’re not late for that all important family gathering after sneaking a
surf sesh.
The quality of each bit of kit was impressive and affordability is right
up there – proving you don’t have to break the bank for the swag you
need. After speaking with the owner it’s clear they love SUP – another
tick in the Planet Ocean box – and it’s nice see companies stepping up
to the plate and voicing their support.

CONCLUSION
High quality accessories for all saltwater loving aficionados. Planet
Ocean gear is perfect for stand ups looking for stylish and
alternative threads, wallets, backpacks, watches and sunnies. Great
for days at the beach, relaxing after your session and après SUP sud
sucking – whether you be a girl or boy.
Price: £15 - £50
Planet Ocean are currently looking for distributors, stockists and
independent sales agents nationwide. For more info head over to
www.planetoceanuk.co.uk
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Doggy style –
Dirty Dog water sunnies
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Keeping fluid levels topped up is vitally important during your stand
up sessions – not only for continued performance during races, but
also to make sure you don’t keel over from effects of dehydration
during general paddling. There are a number of products on the
market but VestPac is one currently being endorsed by some of the
biggest names in SUP – as such we were keen to check it out.

Personal floatation devices (commonly referred to as PFDs or
buoyancy aids) aren’t really the thing in stand up paddle boarding.
Ultimately your board is your safety aid, hence why it’s imperative
you wear a leash. In surf environments it’s never a good idea to don
something that prohibits you ducking below the froth, but as we all
know, SUP isn’t mutually exclusive to waves.

VestPac’s offering is snug fitting and instantly forgettable once you’ve
slung it over your head. Filled with fluid it still remains lightweight and
won’t impede paddle strokes. We used it against bare skin, during
warm weather, and were happy to note there wasn’t any chaffing
against flesh from the material.

There are instances within stand up – such as downwinding – when it
might be a good idea to have another form of backup. Search online
and you’ll find countless stories of snapped leashes, boards whirling
off into the distance and the rider all alone miles offshore. Wouldn’t it
be great if there was a product available that could give respite during
these unfortunate instances?

The tubing system fits and secures neatly while being easily located
orally without the need to use your hands. Allowing the paddler to
carry on stroking is an important point as races (if this is your bag) are
won and lost if having to faff about with things such as lubrication
systems.
If a rider takes a fall then as long as the VestPac has been secured
properly there’s no issue with swimming and hauling yourself back on
board. This can be an issue with bulkier products that can get in the
way.

And as if by magic, here’s Restube! A nifty bit of kit that packs down to
a small pouch, worn at the waist, that inflates (using replaceable CO2
‘bullets’) with a simple tug of a cord. The blown up tube can then be
used to keep your head above water while you rest, catch breath and
take stock of the situation.
It’s not just offshore adventure paddlers that will benefit from Restube;
those of a nervous nature paddling on any stretch of water can take
comfort in having a device that keeps them afloat. Hard wearing and
resistant to punctures, the Restube is piece of mind in a small package.

CONCLUSION
It’s not just racers that require liquid intake as they paddle. SUPers
expend loads of energy and lose plenty of fluid – regular top ups are
always needed. If you’re looking at touring and covering any kind of
distance then having a VestPac is a wise choice and removes the
need for securing bottles to your deck. Comfortable, well designed
and efficient, the VestPac hydration system is a winner for pros and
novices alike.

Suitable for multiple watersports, not just SUP, the Restube
flotation aid is a nifty bit of kit that can be deployed in the event of
rider becoming separated from board. Especially good for offshore
downwind SUPers, adventurers/tourers or anyone still building
confidence, the Restube float is a confidence inspiring back up plan.
Price: Classic 59.90 Euros, Sport 79.90 Euros
For more Restube info head over to restube.eu

Price: £49.95
For more Vestpac info head over to
www.surfcom.co.uk/shop/vestpac/packs
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Float (without) your boat –
Restube backup floatation

kg ie t a r

Fluidity in motion –
VestPac hydration pack
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The great protector –
Palm Equipment Kaituna rashie

Gad dang it! –
Dang Sleeper sunnies

www.palmequipmenteurope.com

www.dangshades.co.uk

Throughout 2014’s warm summer there’s
barely been a day when anything more
than the thinnest sliver of neoprene and
boardshorts was needed – such have
been the temperatures on the south
coast. Having said that, this is still the UK
and not the Tropics. Entering the drink
with nothing but pink skin for comfort
would be foolhardy – after all anyone can
end up taking a swim. Enter Palm
Equipment’s Kaituna thermal rashie – a
nifty bit of kit that’s been well worn in a
variety of scenarios.
Palm Equipment have a paddle sports heritage stretching back to the
dawn of time and while it’s kayaking that (mainly) pays the bills the
brand have recently crossed over to stand up paddle boarding. The UK’s
very own Sam Ross is now on the company’s roster of sponsored
paddlers.
The brand’s Kaituna rashie is mean ‘n’ moody in black with red
detailing. Nothing can take away the level of tech that’s gone into this
garment though. Close fitting with secure wrist, waist and neck seals –
important for preventing unnecessary water flush. As snug as the
Kaituna is there’s still an element of breathability which has seen even
the hottest days not too uncomfortable. When you become too
radiated simply take it off.
If you do end up with a dunking then the Kaituna fends off chill super
efficiently and allows riders to focus on the job in hand: paddling. A lot
of layering garments tend to fall down when subjected to wind – the
evaporative nature of water cooling wearers down further can be an
issue. Not so with Palm’s rashie. It still did an admirable job of stoking
the fire when breeze popped up.
Well manufactured with high end stitching and easy to rinse with quick
drying properties, this is one piece of apparel any keen paddler
wouldn’t want to be without.

CONCLUSION

Dang shades are a relatively new kid on the sunnies block but offer a
range of specs that ooze style, attitude and are perfectly suited to
stand up paddlers and their needs. The Sleeper is currently THE one,
with plenty of saltwater fans rocking this style – it seemed only right
then that we should check out a pair.
The Dang Sleeper is super comfy to wear; polarised lenses give crystal
clear views of all your surrounds. They’re perfectly applicable for
rocking when out for a float (if you’re confident not dropping them in
the drink) on flat water – best to leave them ashore if you are attacking
surf or bumps.
Everyone needs a decent pair of sunnies; for bright days at the beach,
that tropical SUP trip or winter days when the orange ball in the sky
does show its face. Dang’s wide assortment of models will offer most
something that suits. The Sleeper is pretty universal though; it just
comes down to personal preference.
Having worn the Sleeper in a variety of situations, we now can’t do
without ours. Whether relaxing at the beach, navigating to your put in
spot, sweeping in the glaring sunshine or looking stylish during the
après, a pair of Dangs is sure to set you up right.
We were particularly impressed with the clarity of the lenses. Even
when splashed up with salty water, vision remained 20/20. There were a
couple of unceremonious dunkings and, while we wouldn’t advise it,
the wrap around nature of the Sleeper ensured they stuck fast to our
bonce. A couple of times we were overzealous in our head jerks too,
resulting in them falling to the shingle. Happily, upon inspection, the
lenses seemed to fend off unwanted scratches, which also impressed.
There’s nothing worse than annoying gouge marks in your sunnies!

CONCLUSION
Dang’s Sleeper are a popular model in the brand’s range and it’s not
hard to see why. Stylish good looks, clear scratch resistant
polarised lenses and lightweight frames deliver a value for money
package. For paddlers looking for something fresh in their eyewear,
Dang should fit the bill nicely.
Price: £35 (polarized), £25 (standard)

Palm Equipment’s Kaituna thermal rashvest is a high end bit of
protective apparel. Amazing warmth properties make it a must have
for all SUPers. Wear it on warm days as a standalone garment or use
in partnership with a wetsuit or cag during colder spells.
Price: £59.95

kg ie t a r

For more info head over to
www.palmequipmenteurope.com/product/kaituna
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Let’s be honest: we all want to look dapper in our clobber – whether
down on the sand or in the bar quaffing a cold one after our latest sesh.
If you can stand out by draping unique threads across your chest then
all the better in our book.

We tried out Leashlok Hawaii’s coiled leash in July’s Gear Shed so
the brand’s waist offering intrigued us. On first glance you’d be
forgiven for thinking the product is a glorified belt – we were asked a
few times what benefit a leash like this has over others.

Enter stage left Procella Clothing – born from individuality and wanting a
garment more representative of the saltwater lifestyle we lead. The brand
is manufactured from quality, eco-friendly, organic materials and
promotes a less mainstream, slightly retro and more unique attitude.

For the majority of UK stand up paddlers flat to slightly bumpy water is
usually the sweeping ground of choice. Of course there are those who
love swell, white water and the upper echelons of the sport, but with
time, money and access a premium most are happy at their local
regardless of what’s on offer.

The company name comes from founder Jason’s nerdy interest (his
description not ours! – Ed) in ancient Greek and Roman history.
Procella is Latin for wave, hurricane and tempest – the very things we
as saltwater babies love, want and need.
We were sent a T with one of the brand’s multi activity straddling
designs – it’d be perfect for those into a various H20 disciplines as well
as SUP. It fits comfortably, feeling soft against bare flesh and has a
flattering cut – not too baggy or skinny.
Rocking the Procella T at the beach garners a certain level of interest
from quirky logo spotters. With many tired of the usual big industry
‘sameyness’ you find in high street stores, something fresh will always
be a head turner. Having a name and image representative of the
sport(s) we do gives a more personalised feel to your wardrobe. Procella
threads positively scream: ‘I actually SUP otherwise I wouldn’t be
wearing this!’ And if you want even more authenticity, the crew behind
the name are all involved, to varying levels, in ocean sports.

Standard surf ‘ropes’ add a lot of drag when paddling across the flat
and can also become snagged – on your fin, on branches in rivers and
canals and rocky outcrops. Coiled leashes do a sterling job of reducing
this extra ‘tow’ but Leashlok Hawaii’s waist line takes this one step
further and raises your line right off the deck.
The feeling is one of total freedom – the secure fitting Velcro tether fits
neatly around your waist. Paddling in straight lines is literally less of a
drag and therefore efficient without compromising safety. Racers will
also love the Leashlok as there’s no tripping during starts and the belt
doesn’t bend ensuring a smooth attachment process.
Taking the waist leash into more hardcore environments; downwind
was a joy and our river sweeping buddies reckon the Leashlok is spot
on white water SUP. Moderate surf environments are doable but your
standard line is better here.

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
Procella Clothing is a unique and individualistic ocean sport brand
whose iconic designs embody the attitude and stoke of what stand
up paddlers subscribe to. Stylish, eco-friendly credentials and
super comfy to wear garments; Procella surely fits the bill for your
next apparel purchase.

Price: £24

Price: £22
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Waist leashes have yet to become the norm but fans are growing.
Leashlok Hawaii’s offering is robust and secure leaving the paddler
a freedom without compromising safety. Use it for recreational SUP
missions, downwind sojourns or river missions – a versatile, well
made and necessary product. Easily adaptable with your standard
coiled leash by swapping the tethering mechanism.
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Lok’d in –
Leashlok Hawaii waist leash
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Individual style –
Procella Clothing

SUP
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